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Abstract
The overall aim of this thesis was to understand the rules, which guide NK cell behavior in vivo. 
NK cells are part of the innate immune system and are important in defense against certain virus 
infections and tumorigenic cells. They also play a role in rejecting bone marrow grafts. In the first 
study, we further characterized an earlier reported activation defect in NK cells from Non-Obese 
Diabetic (NOD) mice. This defect was found to have a broad specificity, and affect several proximal 
activation pathways. The defect was however partially restorable with the proper stimulation of the 
NK cells; a combination of IL-12 and IL-18 in vitro or the interferon inducer tilorone in vivo. This 
suggested that NOD NK cells have the capacity to perform cytotoxic activity if stimulated properly. 
In the second study, we further developed a technique for measurement of in vivo cytotoxicity based 
on labeling of target cells with the intracellular dye CFSE. We established protocols for measuring 
killing of normal lymphocytes as well as tumor targets. With this method, we could for the first 
time verify that resting, non-proliferating lymphocytes were killed according to the missing self 
principle. The missing self hypothesis states that NK cells are able to react on the lack of expression 
of self MHC class I proteins on target cells by killing the target cells. This missing self reactivity 
was independent of DAP12 signalling. Killing of allogeneic targets was DAP12 dependent in naive 
targets, but DAP12 independent in recipient mice activated with tilorone. This suggested that the 
relevant activation pathways changed with the activation stimulus. In the third study, we explored the 
missing self principle more extensively by examining the role of different MHC class I proteins for 
missing self reactivity. Individual MHC class I proteins was shown to evoke missing self responses 
of different strengths, which was defined as the educating impact of the MHC class I protein. The 
educating impact of weak MHC class I ligands was further attenuated by the introduction of additional 
MHC class I proteins, whereas MHC class I proteins with a strong educating impact maintained their 
efficiency under such conditions. This showed that the impact of a certain MHC class I protein can 
differ according to other MHC class I proteins expressed in the host. In the fourth study, we studied the 
effect on diabetes development in NOD mice by treating the mice with a depleting antibody against 
IL-2Rβ. IL-2Rβ is expressed at high levels on all NK cells, and a small subset of CD8+ T cells. This 
treatment completely protected against diabetes development in a long-term treatment protocol and 
was mediated by intervening with a late event in the disease progress. A protection that is effective 
late in the disease course is interesting with regard to a treatment in human patients. Since the anti-IL-
2Rβ treatment depleted both NK cells and a subset of CD8+ T cells, the characterization of the IL-2Rβ 
positive cell type responsible for the disease promotion has to await further studies. In conclusion, 
this thesis points towards a dynamic control of NK cell behavior in vivo, which is influenced by the 
internal cytokine milieu in the host. Activation of NK cell killing can proceed via several pathways 
depending on the preceding activation stimulus. Results discussed in this thesis also suggest that NK 
cells can calibrate their activation status according to the inhibitory signals they receive from the 
MHC class I proteins expressed by the host. 
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Abbreviations
β

2
m, β

2
-microglobulin

B6, C57/Bl6

ConA, Concavalin

CFSE, 5,6-carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester

DAP12, DNAX activating protein of 12 kDa

FACS, fluorescence activated cell sorter

γ
c
, common γ chain (one of the chains in the IL-2 receptor)

HLA, human leukocyte antigen

IFN, interferon

IL, interleukin

IL-2Rβ, IL-2 receptor β chain

ITAM, immunoreceptor tyrosine based activating motif

ITIM, immunoreceptor tyrosine based inhibitory motif

KIR,  killer cell-immunoglobulin-like receptor

LAK, lymphokine activated killer

MHC, major histocompatibility complex

NK, natural killer

NOD, non-obese diabetic

Rag, recombination activation gene

TAP, transporter associated with antigen processing

Th, T helper

TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor α

TRAIL, tumor necrosis factor related apoptosis inducing ligand
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 Introduction

The immune system
One of the intrinsic properties of life on earth is a fight for the available resources; a fight won by 
those best fitted compared to others. Thus, life forms try to prosper on other species. To survive 
this challenge a defense system against invaders is needed. This is true for bacteria as well as 
eukaryotes. But generally, the more complicated a life form, the more intricate defense system. 
In mammals, this defense is called the immune system and its function is to protect us from all 
kinds of invaders, from viruses to parasites. The immune system is made up of several parallel and 
interrelated components.

The immune system is generally divided in two parts, the innate and the adaptive. The innate system 
is the first to set in when the body detects an invading pathogen. It is a quite blunt system, which 
recognizes structures shared by many pathogens. The adaptive immune system, on the contrary, 
develops a specificity that is unique for each pathogen. This response takes longer time to develop. 
From the first infection, it takes about seven days before the adaptive immune system is fully active.

The innate immune system reacts on the presence of pathogens by either killing the pathogen or 
infected cell, or by recruiting other components of the immune system that can do so. Recruitment 
and activation of other immune cells is done by the release of soluble signal molecules, cytokines 
and chemokines. The  innate immune response often proceeds in collaboration with the surrounding 
(infected) cells, for instance epithelial cells. These cells can both signal their distress to the immune 
system and, reciprocally, be activated by immune cells to better withstand invasion of pathogens. In 
tissues, the ”patrolling” for pathogens is often made by macrophages, and among the first cells to 
be recruited are neutrophils, other granulocytes, and more macrophages. Natural killer cells are also 
recruited to sites of infection. These cells are in healthy individuals circulating in the blood, and are 
also present in large amounts in the spleen, liver and lung.

The adaptive immune system is composed of T and B lymphocytes. The crucial cells for activation 
of the adaptive immune system are dendritic cells. Dendritic cells present in the tissue scan it for 
proteins, which they engulf and digest. When dendritic cells detect danger signals, they travel to 
lymph nodes, where they present their engulfed material for T cells. The proteins are presented 
for T cells in the form of peptides bound to specialized proteins, called Major Histocompatibility 
Complex proteins, or MHC proteins.

Each T cell has its own receptor, generated in a system including steps of randomness. Thus, there 
will be at least one T cell specifically recognizing any one out of the many foreign peptides that 
the body may encounter. T cells recognizing a peptide presented by a dendritic cell will become 
activated and start to proliferate. A peptide inducing such a response will in almost all cases 
originate from a pathogen. This is because T cells with a receptor recognizing peptides from self 
proteins have been deleted during development, and are not present in the lymph node. 

There are two major subsets of T cells, helper T cells and cytotoxic T cells. Helper T cells activate 
other components of the immune system and are characterized by the surface marker CD4. 
Cytotoxic T cells directly kill infected cells and are characterized by the surface marker CD8.

T helper cells can activate B cells, which produce antibodies. B cells, like T cells, have random 
specificity, but will only become activated when an antigen that their antibodies can bind to is 
present. They will then start to produce and secrete antibodies against that antigen.
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T helper cells are generally divided in T helper type 1 (Th1) and T helper type 2 (Th2) cells. They 
differ mainly in the array of cytokines they secrete. According to which type becomes the dominant 
one, the immune response will be shaped differently. For instance, a Th1 response is more efficient 
in activating cytotoxic T cells, while Th2 cells are more prone to activate B cells, and make them 
produce certain antibodies.

Natural Killer cells

Natural killer cells (NK cells) make up the third lymphocyte population. In humans, they constitute 
5-15 % of the lymphocytes in blood, and in mice 3-5 %. As their name implicates, they are capable 
of directly killing infected or stressed cells. They are important in the defense against some viral 
infections, such as herpes infections, but can also kill tumor cells. They can also reject bone marrow 
grafts from donors that are not genetically matched to the recipient, so called allogeneic grafts.

NK cells participate in the first line of defense in tissues. They are recruited to sites of inflammation 
and accumulate at sites of viral replication (1, 2). For this purpose, they store cytotoxic molecules, 
granzymes and perforin, in granules, which can be released upon contact with target cells. But 
the NK cells can also induce apoptosis in the target cells by the expression of ligands for death 
receptors, for instance Fas ligand and TRAIL (Tumor necrosis factor Related Apoptosis Inducing 
Ligand).

NK cells recognize their targets by the expression of a plethora of receptors. Some receptors 
recognize ligands induced during stress in a cell, others have ligands directly encoded by pathogens. 
Some activating receptors recognize ligands expressed by normal cells, but the signals from 
those receptors can usually be counteracted by signals from inhibitory receptors. These receptors 
recognize mainly MHC class I proteins. In the absence of an inhibitory signal, NK cells proceed to 
kill the target cell.

NK cells have also been shown to play a regulatory role in the immune system. Upon activation, 
they produce cytokines such as IFN-γ and TNF-α. NK cells have recently been shown to be 
recruited into lymph nodes during an immune response (3). A crosstalk between purified dendritic 
cells and NK cells is well established in vitro (4-7), and NK cells have even been shown to directly 
kill dendritic cells (6, 8).

NK biology in mice and humans are in some aspects quite different. Due to time and space 
limitations I will from hereon restrict myself mainly to the mouse system, unless stated otherwise. I 
will try to point out the main differences in the human system.
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The Inhibitory receptor system

The missing self hypothesis
In the mid 1980s, the missing self hypothesis was formulated by Klas Kärre to account for certain 
scientific observations which had hitherto been unexplained (9-11). It states that NK cells have the 
capacity to detect the lack of self structures on target cells. As a consequence of such a failure of 
the target cell to express the correct self structures, NK cells will kill the target cell (Fig. 1). This 
is the opposite of most known target-effector interactions in the immune system. They are usually 
based on recognition of foreign or stress induced structures on the target cell, and killing induced 
by activating receptors on the immune cell recognizing such structures. In the case of missing self 
recognition, Kärre suggested that the activating ligand would always be present on target cells, 
and the discrimination between target cells that would be killed or spared would be executed by 
inhibitory receptors, giving negative signals to the NK cells in the presence of self structures. When 
the signal was missing, on the other hand, the NK cell would be activated. Kärre also suggested that 
the self structures recognized by inhibitory receptors would be MHC class I.

Among the first experiments to test the predictions of the missing self hypothesis was an experiment 
where a tumor which had been selected for low MHC class I expression (RMA-S) was shown to 
grow out less frequently in vivo than its MHC class I positive parental tumor (RMA) (9). More 
experiments followed by Kärre and others during the next half-decade confirming that the missing 
self hypothesis corresponded to experimental data (12-14).

At about the same time the first inhibitory receptor recognizing MHC class I was found by 
Yokoyama and colleagues (15, 16). This receptor was later shown to belong to a family of receptors 
called the Ly49 family. They are the inhibitory receptors recognizing MHC class Ia in mice. In 
humans, their functional homologues are the structurally unrelated KIR receptors. In addition 
to these receptors, both humans and mice express the NKG2/CD94 receptors, recognizing the 
so-called non-classical MHC class I, or MHC class Ib proteins. Quite recently other inhibitory 
receptor-ligand systems have been revealed as well, which will be presented in the following 
sections. 

NK

Normal cell

NK

Target cell

Missing self

No killing Killing

Target cell

Effector Effector

Normal cell

Triggering by activation

KillingNo killing

Figure 1. Comparison between reognition of non-self by missing self or activa-
ting ligand. Most immune cells recognize their targets via the expression of a 
ligand for an activating receptor (left). NK cells in addition have the possibility 
to recognize target cells by the failure to express ligands for inhibiting receptors 
(right)
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Major histocompatibility complex
The major histocompatibility complex is divided in two groups of genes, MHC class I and II. The 
function of MHC class I and II proteins is to present peptides from intracellular or extracellular 
proteins to T cells. When a cell is infected, pathogen derived peptides will be presented on MHC 
class I and T cells specific for that MHC/peptide will be activated and kill the cell. The classical 
MHC class I proteins are encoded by three loci in humans, HLA-A, B, and C, and in mice by H-
2D and K and in some strains the L locus. CD8+ T cells recognize MHC class I proteins by their 
T cell receptor, and NK cells have a whole array of MHC class I specific receptors, which will 
be discussed below. The MHC class II proteins are involved in activation of CD4+ T cells and are 
encoded by the loci HLA-DR, -DQ, and -DP in humans, while they are termed H-2A (I-A) and H-
2E (I-E) in mice. 

The MHC class I protein is a trimolecular complex. The largest molecule is the heavy chain, 
which is composed of three extracellular domains, termed α

1
, α

2
, and α

3
, a stalk region and a 

transmembrane domain linking it to the cell surface. Parts of the α
1
 and α

2
 domains form the 

peptide binding groove, where peptides of intracellular proteins are presented to T cells. The second 
chain is the β

2
 microglobulin chain, which is bound to the α chain via non-covalent bonds and not 

associated directly to the cell membrane. The third chain is made up of the 8-12 amino acid long 
peptide, which is linked to the α chain via certain anchor residues, different for different MHC 
proteins. All three chains are necessary for optimal transportation of MHC class I proteins to the 
cell surface. Therefore, mice or cells with mutations in for instance the β

2
m gene have virtually no 

MHC class I expression at the cell surface (14). The same is true for mutations in the transporter 
associated with antigen processing (tap) gene. This protein is involved in transporting peptides into 
the endoplasmatic reticulum, where the MHC class I complex is formed. A mutated tap gene is the 
reason why RMA-S tumor cells have low MHC class I cell surface expression (17).

The MHC class Ia and II loci are highly polymorphic. For some of the human MHC loci, there are 
more than 200 alleles. This allelic diversity, combined with the fact that each human or mouse has 
up to six different MHC class I proteins; encoded by two alleles each of the three genes; leads to 
a situation where almost every individual has its own MHC setup. The driving force behind this 
diversity is probably the ability of different MHC proteins to display different peptides. Thus, while 
peptides from some infectious agents will avoid being displayed to T cells by some MHC proteins, 
they will still be presented by others, making different alleles favorable depending on the infectious 
agents present.

Non-classical MHC class I proteins

The non-classical MHC class I proteins are structurally related to the classical ones, but have 
somewhat different functions. They are associated with the β

2
m chain. Qa-1b, and its homologue 

in humans HLA-E, present peptides from the leader sequences of certain classical MHC class I 
molecules, in the mouse predominantly from the H-2D locus (18-20). Thus, expression of Qa-1 
together with the signalling peptide is a marker of normal MHC class I expression by the cell. This 
is used by NK cells, which recognize Qa-1b via NKG2/CD94 receptors. 

The CD1 family is not encoded in the mhc, but is structurally homologous to the MHC class I 
proteins and associates with the β

2
m chain. CD1 proteins do not present peptides, but glycolipids. 

CD1d is recognized by the so-called NKT cells, T cells with expression of certain NK cell markers 
(21).
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Since the vast majority of this thesis deals with the classical MHC class I proteins, I will from 
hereon refer to only these when I write MHC class I.

Inhibitory receptors
The missing self recognition system depends on binding of inhibitory receptors to MHC class I 
proteins. The large diversity of the mhc alleles presents a problem to this system. The handful of 
Ly49 or KIR receptors present in each individual should ideally cover the majority of different 
MHC allotypes, so that there in each individual is at least one inhibitory Ly49/KIR receptor 
recognizing one self MHC class I protein. Therefore, each of the receptors recognizes specific 
arrays of MHC class I proteins. The Ly49 and KIR receptors are independently expressed on 
fractions of NK cells of varying sizes. Thus, individual NK cells will be inhibited by different MHC 
class I proteins (Fig. 2). In order to ensure self tolerance, it is believed that the NK cell repertoire 
undergo an educational process during development with the outcome that every NK cell expresses 
at least one inhibitory receptor binding to a self MHC class I protein, or becomes self tolerant by 
other means (22). It is important to note that the inhibition of different NK cells can depend on 
different self MHC class I proteins, so that the lack of any one of the self MHC class I proteins can, 
at least in theory, elicit a missing self response by a subset of NK cells.

NK

No killing

NK

NK

MHC
MHC MHC

NK

Killing

NK

NK

MHC
MHC

Ly49 receptors

The Ly49 receptors are the main receptors recognizing MHC class Ia ligands in rodents. Each 
mouse has about 8-12 different Ly49 receptors and they are stochastically expressed on overlapping 
subsets of NK cells. Humans have only one Ly49 gene, which is likely a pseudogene, and depend 
on KIR receptors for MHC recognition. The same is true for cows and a number of other species 
(23).

The Ly49 receptors belong to the c-type lectin-like family and are expressed at the cell surface as 
homodimers. The Ly49 receptors can be either activating or inhibitory. The activating receptors 
lack inherent signalling motifs and depend on the association of adaptor molecules for downstream 
signalling. For the inhibitory receptors, each monomer has one signalling domain in their 
cytoplasmic tail referred to as the ITIM (Immunoreceptor Tyrosine-based Inhibitory Motif).

Ly49 genetics

The Ly49 receptors are encoded in a larger complex of genes called the NK complex. In this 
complex, many NK cell receptors, like NKR-p1, CD94 and the NKG2 receptors are encoded (24-
26). 

Figure 2. Individual NK cells can be inhibited by different self MHC class I 
proteins. Therefore, any MHC class I missing can theoretically induce a missing 
self response by a subset of NK cells.
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The Ly49 receptors show a high degree of polymorphism between different mouse strains. The 
variability arises both from allelic differences of the same genes and strain-specifically encoded 
genes. The ly49 gene cluster is thus probably rapidly evolving, assumingly in response to the 
equally rapidly evolving mhc genes. The ly49 genes have been named generally in order of 
discovery with letters from a and onwards. In some cases receptors that are encoded by the same 
genetic loci in different mouse strains have been assigned different letters, which creates some 
confusion. Lately the complete ly49 genetic cluster has been sequenced in three different mouse 
strains, revealing that the number of ly49 genes in any one mouse strain ranged between 8 and 18, 
some of which are pseudogenes (Fig. 3 (27-29)). In the C57/Bl6 (B6) mouse the genes encoding 
functional transcripts of inhibitory Ly49 receptors are the ly49a, b, c, e, f, g, i, j, and q genes. Ly49d 
and h encode activating receptors, while the rest of the loci (k, l, m, n, and x) are pseudogenes 
(27). Ly49Q has later been shown to not be expressed by NK cells, but myeloid cells (15). In the 
NOD mouse transcripts of only four inhibitory receptors have been detected: a, b, e, and g. The 
NOD mouse also has transcripts of at least four activating receptors: d, m, p, and w (30-32). It has 
been speculated that the abundance of activating receptors in the NOD mouse would increase its 
susceptibility to autoimmunity, since NOD mice congenic for the B6 NK receptor complex (NKC), 
where the ly49 genes are situated, are less prone to develop diabetes. Interestingly, a prevalence for 
activating NK receptors have been associated with autoimmune diabetes also in humans (33).

q e x i g l c a

q e x f d k h n lg j m c a

q1 e v q2 e/c2 l/r s t e/c1 r u u/i i1 g p/d p i2 o

Balb/c

B6

129

i

MHC specificities of Ly49 receptors

The different Ly49 receptors have distinct specificities for MHC class I, although they can be 
partially overlapping. The binding affinities in different Ly49–MHC class I interactions can also 
vary, and this might have implications for their function as inhibiting ligands, which will be 
discussed later on. The known MHC specificities of the Ly49 receptors expressed by B6 mice, and 
relevant for this study (i.e. for Kb, Db, Dd, and Ld), are listed in Table 1.

KIR receptors

The killer cell-immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIR) are the main receptors recognizing MHC 
class I in humans. Each individual have around 8-10 KIR genes (34). One KIR receptor has been 
shown to be expressed by mouse and rat NK cells, but the function of this receptor is unknown 
(18, 35). Although the KIR receptors represent a completely unrelated structural family compared 
to the Ly49 receptors, they share a striking number of other features. These include the diversity in 
allelic polymorphisms and number of genes between individuals, stochastic but stable expression 
of different receptors on individual NK cells, the division in activating and inhibitory forms and the 
mode of signalling via ITIM:s for the inhibitory forms (34). 

Figure 3. The Ly49 gene cluster in Balb/c, B6, and 129/J mice. Transcribed genes 
are indicated by a black box. Others are pseudogenes. Genes showing homology 
are connected with a line. The figure is modified from Prouteau et al, Genomics, 
2004.
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The KIR receptors are composed of either two or three extracellular immunoglobulin domains, 
designated 2D or 3D. Both groups contain receptors with either long (L) or short (S) intracellular 
tails. The long tails contain the ITIM domain and these receptors are inhibitory, while receptors 
with short tails are activating. Among the known KIR haplotypes two groups can be distinguished. 
Group A has fewer genes, and only one activating isoform. Group B has more genes and several 
activating isoforms (34). Frontline research is presently linking the expression of different KIR 
genes or haplotypes to autoimmune disease as well as susceptibility to infections (36-40).

CD94/NKG2 receptors

NKG2 constitutes a small family of proteins, which forms heterodimers with the CD94 chain. 
NKG2A and its splice variant NKG2B are inhibitory, while NKG2C and NKG2E are activating 
(41). They all belong to the c-type lectin family, like the Ly49 receptors. NKG2D, which is 
structurally unrelated, will be presented in the activating receptor section. 

The receptors of the NKG2/CD94 family bind to Qa-1b, and in humans to its homologue HLA-E 
(18, 19). Thus, NKG2A is an alternative receptor to the Ly49 system, which can also detect the 
presence or absence of normal MHC class I expression. NKG2A is expressed early in the life of 
mice, and is particularly important for NK cell tolerance during the first weeks after birth in mice, 
when few Ly49 receptors are expressed by NK cells (42, 43).

Non-MHC specific inhibitory receptors involved in self tolerance

Another recently defined inhibitory receptor is NKR-P1d. It belongs to the same receptor family 
as NKR-P1c, an activating receptor also known as NK1.1 and largely used to define NK cells 
in mice. The ligand for NKR-P1d is clr-b, a lectin-like protein structurally related to its receptor 
and widely expressed on hematopoietic cells (44, 45). It has been suggested to be an alternative 
tolerance system to MHC class I in mice since the ligand and the receptor, which are polymorphic, 
are genetically linked and therefore can be used to discriminate self from non-self. Carlyle et al 
furthermore showed that it is downregulated on several tumor cell lines (44).

Signalling from inhibitory receptors
Although the inhibitory receptors are so diverse, belonging to several structurally unrelated 
families, they share the same inhibitory signalling motif in their intracellular tail, namely the 

Ly49 receptor MHC class I Reference

Ly49A Dd (Db, weakly) (15, 34, 35)

Ly49B ?

Ly49C Kb, Dd, (Db, weakly) (34-36)

Ly49E ? (mostly expressed on fetal 
cells)

(37)

Ly49F H-2d (34)

Ly49G2 Dd, Ld (34, 38)

Ly49I Kb  (34, 39)

Ly49J ?

Table 1. The transcribed Ly49 receptors in B6 mice and their 
known MHC class I specificities relevant for this study.
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ITIM, whose consensus sequence is I/VxxYxxL/V (23). They can inhibit activation via several 
activating receptors, but to function the inhibitory receptors must be in proximity to the activating 
receptor (26). They act by recruiting tyrosine phosphatases to the phosphorylated ITIM. So far, 
two phosphatases have been shown to bind to phosphorylated ITIM:s of Ly49 and NKG2A, SHP-1 
and SHP-2 (46, 47). Another phosphatase, SHIP, has been shown to bind ITIM:s in for instance the 
inhibitory FcγIIR (48). SHP-1 has been shown to be partly responsible for the inhibitory signalling 
in missing self responses (49). It is not known exactly which targets are dephosphorylated in 
signalling from MHC specific receptors in natural killing, but they are part of the early signalling 
cascade, since no inositol-3-phosphate production or Ca2+ flux can be detected after inhibitory 
signalling (50).

The interplay between Ly49 receptors and MHC class I

NK cell tolerance

In similarity to T and B cells, the aim of the NK cell receptor system is to distinguish self from 
non-self structures in a world where what is self differs from individual to individual. Clearly, an 
educational process is needed. The cells of the adaptive immune system solve this by rearranging 
their receptor genes and then undertaking a selection process to form a repertoire of receptors with 
the desired specificities. The receptors of NK cells are genetically fixed, but the NK cell repertoire 
still undergo an educational process that teach them to distinguish between self and non-self MHC 
class I. This was first shown in a mouse that had been made transgenic for an additional MHC class 
I protein – a H-2Dd gene was introduced on a B6 (expressing H-2Kb and Db) background. These 
mice acquired the capability to reject B6 cells, showing that a subpopulation of NK cells had been 
educated to detect the lack of H-2Dd  (12, 13). However, in another study, where the MHC class 
I protein H-2Ld had been introduced on B6 background, no rejection of B6 cells could be seen, 
possibly implying that not all MHC class I proteins could educate a missing self response (51).

Furthermore, in β
2
m-/- mice (which have virtually no MHC class I expression at the cell surface) NK 

cells are tolerant to cells without MHC class I expression (including self cells (52, 53)). Importantly, 
these mice have normal numbers of NK cells and these cells are functional in other types of killing 
(52-55). Recently it has been shown that mice with MHC class I expression can also contain a 
subset of NK cells without inhibitory receptors specific for self MHC class I (56). Thus, there must 
be some MHC-independent mechanism to induce tolerance in NK cells. This mechanism(s) could 
be due to downregulation of some activating pathway specifically used in missing self situations, or 
to upregulation of other inhibitory mechanisms (54, 55).

The tolerance induction to cells missing expression of a particular MHC class I is ”dominant” 
compared to induction of ”aggressive” NK cells. More specifically, when irradiated mice were 
reconstituted with a mixture of β

2
m-/- and β2m+/+ fetal liver cells, the developing NK cells were 

tolerant to β
2
m-/- grafts (57). The same thing was shown in transgenic mice (called DL6) that 

had accidentally become mosaic for an introduced MHC class I protein. This additional MHC 
class I protein, which was functionally a H-2Dd protein, was variably expressed on 20-80% of 
hematopoietic cells in different animals of the DL6 strain, although the percentage was stable in 
each animal. In all these mice, NK cells positive for the transgenic H-2Dd remained tolerant to cells 
not expressing Dd (51). These experiments showed that an NK cell that encounter even a minority of 
cells lacking a certain MHC class I protein during their development will develop tolerance towards 
such cells.
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NK cell education and Ly49 expression patterns

A mature NK cell should have at least one receptor recognizing one self MHC class I protein, 
in order to stay tolerant to self cells. If every NK cell complied with this rule, the expression 
of different MHC class I proteins in mice should result in measurable differences in the Ly49 
repertoire of mature NK cells. The percentage of NK cells expressing any one Ly49 receptor is 
however surprisingly stable between mice expressing different MHC class I proteins, or no MHC 
class I. Besides small deviations, which will be explained in the next paragraph, the Ly49 receptors 
are expressed on overlapping subsets of NK cells in a stochastic pattern. For the expression of any 
two receptors, the frequency of double-positive NK cells is close to the product of the frequencies 
of the individual receptors (also known as the product rule), as expected if the expression of the 
two receptors were controlled independently (reviewed in (22, 58)). Therefore, also other tolerance 
mechanisms than the expression of Ly49 receptors have to be active to ensure NK cells do not 
become reactive to self cells.

There are slight differences in the fraction of double- and triple-receptor positive cells between mice 
expressing different, or no, MHC class I. This demonstrates that educational processes are indeed 
effective (59, 60). No one has been able to experimentally demonstrate the mechanism behind 
this educational process, but two possible models have been postulated (61). In the first model, 
called the sequential model, the NK cell during its development randomly initiate the expression 
of one Ly49 receptor at a time. It then tests if this receptor gives enough inhibition from the MHC 
class I on surrounding cells, and if it does the NK cell is allowed to mature. If a satisfying level of 
inhibition is not achieved, the expression of a new receptor is initiated, and so on, until the cell is 
allowed to mature. After a certain amount of time, an NK cell, which has failed to express a self-
specific receptor, will be deleted or become anergic to missing self reactivity by some other means. 
In the other model, called two-step-selection, the NK cell first initiate the expression of a random 
number of Ly49 receptors. It then tests whether these receptors give enough inhibition. If the NK 
cell expresses too few self-specific inhibitory receptors it will be deleted. In the second step, the 
NK cell will be deleted if it expresses too many self-specific receptors. These cells would be useless 
since they cannot distinguish between cells that have lost one or two MHC alleles and self cells. If 
the NK cell pass these two selection steps, it will be allowed to mature.

The two models predict certain differences in the Ly49 receptor expression pattern. While the 
two-step selection model predicts a selective under-representation of cells expressing several self-
specific receptors, the sequential model predicts that once a self-specific receptor is expressed, 
the expression of all other Ly49 receptors, self specific or not, would be repressed. The relevance 
of these predictions has been somewhat difficult to test, since the MHC specificity of many Ly49 
receptors is not known. However, in two studies with transgenic mice expressing a self-specific 
Ly49 receptor on all NK cells, the expression of all other Ly49 receptors were suppressed, arguing 
for the sequential model (62, 63). Ramit Mehr and colleagues have mathematically modeled the 
outcome of the two predictions, and compared it to experimental data without the necessity of 
knowing the MHC specificity of different receptors. These modelings are in favor of the two-step-
selection model (64, 65). The differences may be a result of anomalies in both models. Importantly, 
neither of the models address the possibility of other tolerance systems than the Ly49-MHC 
interaction.

The impact of MHC class I on Ly49 receptor expression levels

When a mouse express an MHC class I that a Ly49 receptor binds to, the measurable cell surface 
level of that receptor is reduced on the NK cells. This has been termed receptor downregulation 
and is due to posttranscriptional events (66, 67). Recently, it has been suggested that the decline in 
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perceived receptor levels is not due to active downregulation, but rather an effect of MHC class I 
proteins binding in cis, i.e. MHC class I on the NK cell itself binds to the Ly49 receptors and masks 
the binding sites for the antibodies used for detection (68). This is, however, still a matter of debate. 
The reduction of detected receptor levels might be due to both mechanisms, i.e. both masking of 
binding sites and an actual reduction of receptor levels on the cell surface. This reduction might 
then in turn be due to different mechanisms, for instance it could be due to internalization of 
receptors that have bound their ligand, or a regulation of the number of receptors that reach the cell 
membrane in the first place. For the sake of simplicity, I will use the term receptor downmodulation 
to embrace all these possibilities from here on.

Different Ly49-MHC class I interactions give rise to different levels of downmodulation, as will be 
shown in the results section of this thesis. This is probably coupled to the affinity in the Ly49-MHC 
interaction. Ly49A is an example of a receptor that is differentially affected by the presence of 
different MHC class I proteins. H-2Dd gives rise to a strong downmodulation of this receptor, while 
H-2Ld give rise to a weaker downmodulation.

Various studies have shown a role of MHC class I expression on both the NK cell itself and in the 
environment for receptor downmodulation. In the mosaic DL6 mice mentioned earlier, the level of 
receptor expression varied with the number of Dd+ cells in the mouse, but was the same on Dd+ and 
Dd- NK cells, suggesting a main role for the MHC expressed in the environment (69). Other studies 
have shown that both the expression on the NK cell itself and in the environment matters (70, 71).

The receptor calibration model

When the downmodulation of Ly49 receptors specific for self MHC class I was first observed, it 
came as somewhat of a surprise. Why would the receptors actually useful in missing self responses 
be downmodulated? Sentman et al suggested a physiological role for this downmodulation in that 
NK cells with lower levels of Ly49 receptors on their surface would be better at sensing small 
differences in MHC class I levels on surrounding cells. Therefore, the NK cells would calibrate 
their receptor expression level to a ”useful” level where they could sense small differences in MHC 
class I expression. They introduced the term ”receptor calibration” to describe this process (72). 
Intrinsic to the receptor calibration hypothesis is the assumptions that the level of inhibition an NK 
cell senses depends on three things: 1. the level of MHC class I expression on the target cell. 2. 
The level of Ly49 receptor expression on the NK cell. 3. The affinity of the Ly49-MHC interaction 
(72). Olsson-Alheim et al set up a system to test this hypothesis, As targets they used ConA blasts 
of TAP deficient D8 cells, which expressed different levels of Dd on the cell surface since they had 
been incubated with different concentrations of peptide (which reconstitutes the cell surface level 
of Dd). As effectors B6 (L49Ahigh) and D8 (Ly49Alow) Lymphokine Activated Killer (LAK; i.e. NK 
cells cultured in IL-2) cells were used. While B6 was inhibited by even low levels of Dd expression, 
D8 was inhibited by high Dd levels but killed targets expressing low Dd levels, supporting the 
hypothesis (73).

Subsequent studies have however presented data that cannot be explained within the receptor 
calibration model. These data, and an alternative explanation for the findings behind the receptor 
calibration model, will be presented in the results and discussion of paper III section. 

Activation of NK cells
The decision whether an NK cell should be induced to kill a target or not will depend on a balance 
between activating and negative signals. In some instances, the activating signal is strong enough 
to overcome full inhibition by normal expression of self MHC class I proteins. This is most 
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extensively studied for activation via the receptor mediating killing of antibody-coated targets, 
CD16 (26), or targets expressing high levels of ligands for the receptor NKG2D (74, 75). In other 
instances, smaller alterations in expression of inhibiting or activating ligands shifts the balance to 
more or less activation (73, 75-77). Finally, it was suggested that loss of critical self MHC class I 
proteins is enough to allow NK cell killing of otherwise normal targets (9, 10). This assumed that 
most or all normal cells express at least one activating ligand for NK cells. The killing of normal 
resting cells was however difficult to test in vivo before a method described in this thesis was 
developed. The activating ligands on normal resting cells and their corresponding receptors on NK 
cells are not established and this remains one of the unanswered questions in NK cell biology. 

The outcome of NK cell activation can be cytotoxicity towards the activating target and/or release 
of soluble factors such as cytokines and chemokines. Cytotoxicity is mediated through release of 
perforin and granzymes, or via the death receptor ligands FasL and TRAIL which induce apoptosis 
in targets expressing their receptors (Fas and TRAIL-R, respectively) (78-81). Known cytokines 
and chemokines produced by NK cells include interferon-γ (IFN-γ), TNF-α, GM-CSF, MIP-1β and 
–α, and TGF-β (82).

Activating receptors
Many receptors of NK cells are encoded in the NK gene complex on mouse chromosome 6. This 
region contains genes for the Ly49 receptors, which form their own cluster within this region, the 
NKRP-1 family and several of their ligands, the KLRE-1 and the NKG2/CD94 family (24-26, 83). 

Most of the activating receptors lack inherent signalling motifs and instead have a charged residue 
in their cytoplasmic domain, which couples to adapter proteins conveying the signal further 
downstream. The signalling pathways of NK cell activation will be further explained in the next 
section.

Ly49/KIR

Both the Ly49 and KIR receptor families also contain activating isoforms. The function of 
activating receptors specific for MHC class I proteins is unclear. It has been postulated that certain 
viruses use the inhibitory system to their advantage by expressing decoy ligands for these receptors. 
Mammals have then evolved activating receptors in response to this, which binds to the virus 
encoded decoy proteins (84, 85). The binding to host MHC class I would thus not be the function 
of these receptors, but a side effect. Examples of activating Ly49 receptors are Ly49H and Ly49D 
in B6 mice and Ly49P in 129 and NOD mice (31, 86). Ly49H is the only NK receptor with a clear 
specificity to a foreign, microbial antigen: it binds to the murine cytomegalovirus encoded m157 
glycoprotein (84, 85).

The activating receptors have a charged residue in their transmembrane domain, which associates 
with DAP12; an adaptor protein containing an Immunoreceptor Tyrosine based Activation Motif 
(ITAM). Many activating Ly49 and KIR receptors also bind MHC class I, but with different 
specificity than the inhibiting isoforms and generally with less affinity (87). Like the inhibiting 
isoforms, they are expressed stochastically on overlapping subsets of NK cells. 

NKG2D

NKG2D is expressed by all NK cells and subsets of γδ T cells and CD8+ T cells in mice (74). 
In humans, all CD8+ T cells express NKG2D (88). NKG2D belongs to the C-type-lectin family 
and forms homodimers. In the mouse, it can be expressed in two isoforms, one long (L) and one 
short (S). The long isoform is constitutively expressed while the short isoform is induced upon 
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activation (89). The constitutively expressed NKG2D-L signals via DAP10, an adaptor protein 
that binds directly to PI3K (90). The short isoform can bind to either DAP12 or DAP10 (89, 91). 
Hence, in activated NK cells, NKG2D can signal via two pathways: DAP10 and DAP12. In T cells, 
NKG2D seems to signal only via DAP10 and mainly act as a costimulatory molecule during TCR 
engagement (89, 90).

NKG2D binds a rather heterogeneous group of ligands, which have in common that they show 
a distant structural homology to MHC class I proteins. Several of them are stress-induced or 
upregulated on tumors. In mice, the known ligands for NKG2D are Rae-1, H60, and MULT-1 
(74, 92-94). In humans the known ligands are MIC-A and MIC-B, and ULBP:s (88, 95). NKG2D 
is implicated as playing a role in autoimmunity, since in humans some allelic variants of the 
polymorphic MIC ligands are associated with autoimmune diabetes (96).

CD16

CD16 (FcγRIII) is a receptor for the constant (Fc) part of IgG antibodies. This receptor mediates 
NK cell killing of antibody coated targets, a process that is called Antibody Dependent Cellular 
Cytotoxicity (ADCC). It is expressed on the majority of NK cells. In mice, CD16 signals via the 
ITAM-containing adapter molecule FcεRI-γ (26).

Other activating receptors

Two members of the NKRP-1 family are activating, NKRP-1c and NKRP-1f. NKRP-1c (NK1.1) 
has long been used as the marker defining NK cells in B6 mice. Its ligand has still to be defined. 
The ligand for NKRP-1f is Clrg, which is expressed on dendritic cells and macrophages, and 
encoded by a gene in proximity to its receptor gene (45). 

CD69 is an early marker of NK cell activation and crosslinking of this receptor also leads to 
activation (97). 

Several adhesion proteins such as CD2, the integrins CD11c, CD11b, and LFA-1 are involved in 
activation of NK cells (26, 98). Activating receptors involved in missing self reactivity have not 
been defined, but it has been suggested that positive signalling through these adhesion molecules 
could be enough for rejection of MHC class I deficient cells. In a recent study, it was shown that 
signalling through LFA-1 was sufficient to activate NK cell cytotoxicity, but the coupling to missing 
self reactivity has still to be shown (99).

The so-called Natural Cytotoxicity Receptors (NCR:s) have been mainly investigated in humans. 
This group of receptors are of the immunoglobulin superfamily and includes NKp46, NKp44 and 
NKp30 (100). NKp46 is the only one that has been shown to have a homologue in mice. It has 
been termed MAR-1 (101). NKp46 has been suggested to be involved in killing of tumors and 
autologous MHC– blasts in humans (102, 103). It is expressed by all human NK cells and signals 
via the adaptor proteins FcεRI-γ and CD3ζ in humans and rats, suggesting that the signalling 
pathways are similar in humans and rodents (103, 104).

Signalling from activating receptors
The subject of NK cell signalling in mice is complex. Most of the studies in this area have been 
conducted on human NK cells, why some of the references in this section refer to the human 
system. A schematic picture is given in Figure 4.
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Most of the activating NK cell receptors can be divided into three or possibly four groups according 
to which adaptor proteins they use to convey the activating signal. The first group of receptors 
signal via the ITAM-containing DAP12 molecule. This group includes activating Ly49 and KIR 
receptors, NKG2C/CD94, and NKp44 in humans (100, 105, 106). The second group signals via 
likewise ITAM-containing FcεRI-γ or CD3ζ and includes CD16, NKRP-1c, NKp46, and NKp30 
(humans) (103, 105, 107). The third adaptor molecule is DAP10, which is used by NKG2D (90). 
The proximal signalling of adhesion molecules like CD11b and CD11c seems to be less clear, but 
circumstantial evidence claim that it does not depend on ITAM:s (108). In contrast to the lack of 
knowledge about activating receptors in the killing of MHC– targets, the signalling pathways used 
have been quite well characterized. This killing is often called ”natural cytotoxicity”, although this 
concept is not so well defined since it refers to the killing of various MHC– tumors, which probably 
express activating ligands as well. This killing of MHC– tumors is independent of ITAM:s but 
follows similar downstream signalling as the other receptors (108).

ITAM sequences contain two tyrosines, which upon crosslinking of the receptor become 
phosphorylated by src kinases. The src kinase family includes proteins such as Lck, Fyn, Yes and 
Lyn, of which Fyn has been shown to mediate ”natural cytotoxicity”, but not be involved in killing 
via DAP12 or CD16 (100, 109). Phosphorylated ITAM:s activate kinases of the Syk family, either 
Syk or Zap-70, which activates PI3K (110). DAP10 circumvents the need for Syk kinases by 
binding directly to PI3K and thereby activating downstream pathways (90). Natural cytotoxicity is 
also independent of Syk kinases (108).

All signalling pathways thus converge in the activation of PI3K, and from here on the signalling 
pathways diverge again, leading to on one hand the activation of PLC-γ and Ca2+ release, and on 
the other hand activation of G-coupled proteins and MAP kinase pathways (111). These two arms 
seem to cooperate in leading to final granule reorganization and cytokine release (100, 112). The 
MAPK arm has been shown to in the case of activation via Dap12 and natural cytotoxicity include 
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Figure 4. A simplified picture of the activating pathways in NK cell killing. The 
figure is partly inspired by Djeu et al, Clin Canc Res, 2002
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the guanine nucleotide exchange factor Vav1 and then Rac coupling to PAK, while the guanine 
nucleotide exchange in signalling from CD16 and Dap10 is unknown (but not Vav1), with Ras 
coupling to PAK (100, 113-115). From here on the signalling is in both cases PAK-MEK-ERK-
granule release. The signalling leading to IFN-γ is partially different, since IFN-γ production is 
Vav1 independent also from natural cytotoxicity, but is dependent on p38, a MAP kinase on the 
same level of signalling as ERK (115, 116).

Receptors with dual function
For some NK receptors, both activating and inhibitory functions have been reported. This may 
be an example of the complexity and plasticity of the immune system, as the same receptor may 
be either activating or inhibiting during different conditions. But it may also call for caution in 
the interpretation of experimental data, which are often collected in artificial systems and with 
considerable manipulations.

KLRE-1 has recently been suggested to be an activating receptor involved in rejection of allogeneic 
bone marrow. It is expressed on all NK cells in mice, but no homologous gene has been found in 
humans (117, 118). KLRE-1 was however initially reported to be an inhibitory receptor in natural 
cytotoxicity (119). It contains none of the known signalling motifs (e.g. ITAM or ITIM), nor any 
charged residues in its transmembrane domain, so the signalling properties of KLRE-1 remains to 
be elucidated (117).

2B4 has likewise been suggested to have inhibitory as well as activating activity. Ligation of 
2B4 on T cells by its ligand CD48 mediates a costimulatory signal (120). NK cells can enhance 
proliferation of T cells and other NK cells via 2B4-CD48 interactions (121). On the other hand, Lee 
et al have reported an inhibiting function of 2B4 in killing of MHC– tumors and allogeneic ConA 
blasts, based on studies of 2B4-/- mice (122). 2B4 contains as its signalling motif a Immunoreceptor 
Tyrosine based Switch Motif (ITSM), with uncharacterized downstream signalling (reviewed in 
(122)).

NK cells and autoimmunity
The role of NK cells in autoimmune disease is unclear, and both protective and disease-promoting 
roles have been suggested. NK cells have been shown to accumulate in target organs of certain 
autoimmune diseases (123, 124), including type I diabetes (125, 126). On the other hand, several 
human autoimmune diseases are associated with deficits in number and/or function of blood NK 
cells (127-131). It is not clear whether the reported alterations in blood NK cells reflect a secondary 
effect to disease or its treatment, or are actually involved in the disease pathogenesis. In animal 
models of autoimmune diseases, studies also point towards both protective and disease-promoting 
effects of NK cells. For example, in an experimental model of Myasthenia Gravis (EAMG), 
depletion of NK1.1+ cells during the priming phase protected against disease development (132). 
Flodström et al demonstrated a function of NK cells during the last stage of autoimmune disease, 
the actual killing of target cells, in a virally induced model of autoimmune diabetes (133). Poirot 
et al showed that the frequency of NK cells was higher in aggressive infiltrates of beta cell islets 
compared to mild ones. When NK cells were depleted in two models of induced diabetes, disease 
incidence was decreased, suggesting a role for NK cells in the effector phase also in these models 
of diabetes (134). However, both antibodies used to deplete NK cells recognize structures also 
present on other immune cells, which must be taken into consideration when interpreting the 
data. One autoimmune model where NK cells protect from disease is Experimental Autoimmune 
Encephalomyelitis (EAE), a model of multiple sclerosis. When NK cells were depleted at the early 
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stages of EAE, the disease was aggravated (135, 136). A protective role of NK cells has also recently 
been reported in diabetes. Protection from diabetes in NOD mice can be achieved by inoculation of 
Complete Freund’s Adjuvant (CFA, (137)). CFA induced NK cell trafficking to the blood and spleen 
and NK cell IFN-γ production. In parallel, activation of β cell-specific T cells decreased. Surprisingly, 
depletion of NK cells abrogated the protective effect of CFA and addition of sorted NK cells to the 
depleted mice restored the protective effect, showing directly that NK cells took part in the protection. 
Thus, it is possible that NK cells have different roles in different autoimmune diseases, and also in 
different phases of the same disease.

The NOD mouse
The Non-Obese Diabetic (NOD) mouse is a model of autoimmune diabetes. Diabetes develops 
spontaneously in 60-80% of the females and 20-30% of the males (138). The inflammatory process 
in NOD, as well as in human diabetes, is slow and progresses through several phases. The transition 
from one phase to the next is defined by events called checkpoints (139). Checkpoint 1 occurs around 
3-4 weeks of age and is defined by the infiltration of T cells into the pancreatic islets. But at this 
stage, the infiltrating cells do not kill beta cells to any visible extent; they are mainly found around the 
beta cell islets, so called peri-insulitis, and do no obvious harm. It is not until checkpoint 2 is passed, 
around 8-12 weeks of age, that the infiltrate turns aggressive. The cells now infiltrate the whole islets, 
and rapidly kill off the beta cell mass, leading to overt diabetes somewhere between 15 and 20 weeks 
of age (139). Later on checkpoint 0 has been suggested to be the earliest checkpoint. It occurs around 
2 weeks of age and is identified by the presence of T cells specific for self antigens in the draining 
lymph nodes of the pancreas (PLN) (140).

Diabetes development in NOD mice depends on both CD4 and CD8 T cells, and is also associated 
with auto antibodies against insulin, GAD and insulinoma-associated protein-2 (I-A2) (141). Other 
immune cells also play a role in diabetes development. Among the first cells to infiltrate the islets are 
dendritic cells and macrophages. NK cells have also been shown to be part of the infiltrating cells 
(126). Functional abnormalities in NOD mice have been shown for all these cell types (138).

Why the NOD mouse develops diabetes while other mouse strains are protected has of course been a 
question of intense study since the strain was established over 20 years ago (142, 143). The emerging 
picture is a complex network of interrelated components, many of which can be manipulated, 
resulting in the protection from disease. Both the environment and genes are important. Diabetes 
incidence is for example considerably decreased by keeping the mice in a ”dirty” environment, 
as opposed to the pathogen-free environment of many animal facilities (143). Also infection with 
certain, but not all, infectious agents protects from diabetes development (144).

As for the genetics, around 20 insulin dependent diabetes susceptibility (idd) loci have been 
identified in the NOD mouse (145). For most of these idd loci, the actual gene is unknown. Among 
the identified susceptibility loci, the strongest linkage is observed for the major histocompatibility 
complex. This includes the MHC class II allele I-Ag7, which has an unusual non-aspartic residue 
at position 57. Strikingly, a similar allelic variant also confers diabetes susceptibility in humans 
(146). The NOD mouse does not express any I-E protein, due to a null mutation in this gene, and 
introduction of a functional transgene of an I-E allele protects from diabetes (141). Among the 
other idd loci, most candidate genes fall into one of three groups, which are involved in either (i) 
proliferation of immune cells (i.e. IL-21 (147)), (ii) the regulation of immune responses (i.e. CTLA-
4, ICOS (148)), or (iii) apoptosis genes (i.e. Fas, FasL), presumably involved in the termination of 
immune responses (141).
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NOD and cytokines
Traditionally, cytokines have been divided in two groups according to whether they promote a T 
helper type 1 (Th1) or a T helper type 2 (Th2) response. Typical Th1 cytokines are IL-12, IFN-γ, 
and TNF-α. Th2 cytokines include IL-4, IL-5, IL-10 and IL-13. Cytokines from one group generally 
suppress the production of cytokines from the other group, but the dichotomy is far from universal. 
Some cytokines (for instance IL-2 and IL-18) seem to be generally stimulating while others, like 
TGF-β, are generally suppressive on the immune system (149, 150). Th1 cytokines have been 
implicated as a driving force in many autoimmune diseases, while Th2 cytokines are more involved 
in allergy, but have also been implicated in certain autoimmune diseases, such as SLE. Autoimmune 
diabetes in NOD mice has however been interpreted as a Th1 driven disease (151). The initiation of 
aggressive insulitis and diabetes development is associated with a shift in cytokine profile from a Th2 
biased response to a Th1 biased response (152). 

The picture of how cytokines influence the disease course seems however to be more complex than 
a clear-cut Th1/Th2 division, and involves timing as well as localization of the different cytokines. 
To take some examples of the most prototypic Th1 cytokines, administration of recombinant IL-12 
accelerates diabetes development, while depletion of IL-12 accelerates diabetes progression when 
executed at two weeks of age, but protects from diabetes development late in the disease course 
(153, 154). IFN-γ has been implicated as one of the effector molecules in beta cell death (155), and 
administration of recombinant IFN-γ accelerates diabetes development. But an IFN-γ knockout on 
NOD background has only minor effect on diabetes development (156). This shows that cytokines 
often are redundant and the role of each cytokine is complex (141).

The protective effect of IL-4 seems to be somewhat clearer. NOD mice have a poor NKT cell 
function (157). One of the mechanisms of NKT cells (T cells with NK-like features) is to produce IL-
4. Restoration of NKT cell function in NOD mice protects against diabetes development in an IL-4 
dependent way (158-162).

The function of NK cells in NOD mice
The function of NK cells in NOD mice had been assessed in a couple of studies before this thesis. 
The first studies showed that NOD NK cells had an impaired cytotoxic capacity against YAC-1 cells 
in vitro (163). Later on it was shown that they were also deficient in rejecting β

2
m-/- bone marrow in 

vivo (164, 165).

One of the diabetes susceptibility loci, idd6, maps to the so called NK complex, where many NK 
cell receptors are situated, including NK1.1, the most widely used NK cell marker (146, 166). Two 
independently generated congenic strains for the B6 NKC showed decreased diabetes incidence, 
while maintaining the deficits in NK cytotoxic activity (164, 165).

The decreased function of NK cells in NOD mice may be partly due to expression of ligands 
for the NKG2D receptor on the NK cells themselves, which was observed in IL-2 cultures of 
NOD NK cells. This ligand expression downregulated the levels of NKG2D, and a similar, but 
induced, downregulation of NKG2D in B6 was shown to decrease killing of YAC-1 in these mice. 
Nevertheless this finding cannot account for the deficient killing of for example β

2
m-/- bone marrow, 

since these cells do not express ligands for NKG2D (167). Thus, a few quite disparate studies had 
indicated that NOD mice have a defect in their activation pathways, but no extensive characterization 
of this defect had been done.
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”Our facts must be correct. Our theories need not be if they help us discover new 
facts”.

Selye
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Aims of the thesis
The overall goal of this thesis was to explore the rules guiding NK cell behavior in vivo. The thesis 
includes work on NK cell biology ranging from investigation of a molecular activation defect to 
the impact of NK cells on autoimmune disease. More specifically, the aims of the included studies 
were:

1. To characterize the NK cell activation defect in NOD mice with regard to the range of 
affected target cells and the effectiveness in killing after stimulation with different cytokines.

2. To establish protocols for using the method of labeling target cells with the dye CFSE for 
measuring NK cell killing in vivo, and to use this method to measure NK cell reactivity 
against normal, resting lymphocytes lacking self MHC class I expression.

3. To measure the educating impact of different MHC class I proteins in terms of missing self 
rejection responses, and to elucidate whether this educating impact changed when other 
MHC class I proteins were co-expressed in the host.

4. To study the impact on diabetes development by treating mice with an anti-IL-2Rβ antibody 
during different phases of the inflammatory course. This antibody depletes NK cells and a 
small subset of CD8+ T cells.
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Results and discussion

Paper I – Impaired NK cell function in NOD mice

Background
The function of NK cells in NOD mice was previously reported to be impaired using the prototypic 
NK target YAC-1, and more recently a reduced capability to reject β

2
m-/- bone marrow grafts in 

vivo was also shown (163-165). As a first step to delineate the mechanism behind the defect we 
examined the NOD NK cytotoxic capacity against a broader array of targets. The impaired NK cell 
function may or may not influence the disease development, and a characterization of the nature of 
the defect could potentially help to answer also this question.

Aim

The aim of this study was to further characterize the NK cell defect in NOD mice. Particularly, we 
wanted to study:

1. If the NK cell activation defect affected killing of several tumor targets, which are 
recognized by receptors using different proximal signalling pathways.

2. If cytotoxicity was equally diminished under different stimulating conditions of the NK 
cells.

Results and discussion
In this study, we examined the activating defect in NOD NK cells. The defect affected several 
activating pathways, but was partially restorable in vitro after stimulation of the NK cells with IL-
12/18, and in vivo after treatment of the mice with the interferon inducer tilorone.

The cytotoxic function of NOD NK cells is impaired against several tumor targets in vitro

We started by affirming that the NK cell numbers and maturation status in NOD was normal, by 
the use of a new antibody combination, Dx5 plus TMβ-1 (which binds to the IL-2Rβ chain). We 
then measured the cytotoxic activity against a broader range of tumor targets than had been tested 
before. We confirmed that the cytotoxic activity against YAC-1 was diminished. Also the other 
tumor targets (RMA, RMA-S, Ba/F3, and IC-21) were killed less efficiently compared to MHC 
matched control mice (B6.g7). Thus our experiments showed that the defect in NOD mice affected 
cytotoxicity against a broad array of tumor targets. These included MHC deficient as well as MHC 
expressing targets. For most of these targets, the involved activating receptor(s) are unknown.

Ly49D dependent and CD16 dependent cytotoxicity was impaired

We next tested the cytotoxic capacity of NOD NK cells against some targets where the signalling 
pathways are known. Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO) is a xenogeneic target cell line, which has 
been shown to be killed due to recognition via the activating Ly49D receptor. Antibody dependent 
cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) is one of the best-characterized functions of NK cells. Target cells 
are coated with antibodies against an abundant antigen, and the Fc regions of these antibodies 
binds to CD16 on NK cells. In our case, we studied RMA cells coated with antibodies against the 
T cell antigen Thy-1. Both the Ly49D- and the CD16-dependent cytotoxicity were diminished in 
NOD mice. It was known since before that killing of YAC-1 largely depends on NKG2D (168). 
These three receptors all use different proximal signalling pathways (DAP12, FcεRγ, and DAP10, 
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respectively). Thus, this finding suggested that all these pathways were affected by the defect(s) in 
NOD mice, showing that the impaired cytotoxic capacity had a broad range of target specificities.

In vivo killing of RMA-S tumor cells and β2m
-/- splenocytes was reduced

We used the newly established method to study in vivo rejection by NK cells based on labeling 
of target cells with the fluorescent dye CFSE (5,6-carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl 
ester, paper II). Both the rejection of β

2
m-/- splenocytes and MHClow RMA-S tumor cells were less 

efficient in NOD mice compared to control B6.g7 mice. But considering the extensive difference in 
cytotoxic capacity in vitro, the difference in killing capacity between NOD and B6.g7 NK cells in 
vivo was surprisingly small, particularly against RMA-S.

The killing capacity can be restored in vivo by tilorone treatment 

Next, we tested the killing capacity of NK cells in NOD mice after pre-activation with the 
interferon-inducer tilorone. We found that the efficiency by which both β

2
m-/- splenocytes and 

RMA-S tumors were killed was surprisingly high. In fact, we could not detect any difference in 
killing capacity between NOD and control B6.g7 mice. This showed that NOD NK cells were 
capable of executing killing activity, provided that they were stimulated in the proper way. We 
interpreted this as an argument in favor of a defect in some proximal signalling molecule and/or 
receptor, rather than in the actual killing machinery, consisting of cytotoxic granules containing 
granzymes and perforin, and death receptor ligands such as FasL and TRAIL.

Cytotoxicity can be partially restored in vitro against some targets by IL-12/18 treatment

The cytotoxic activity of NOD NK cells in vitro was lower than that of NK cells from control mice 
after in vivo stimulation with tilorone or in vitro stimulation with IL-2. But the surprisingly strong 
killing capacity in vivo after tilorone treatment suggested that NK activity could be restored with 
the right activating stimuli. IL-12/18 was an interesting combination to test, since both cytokines 
are involved in diabetes development. The IL-12/18 combination is in addition a potent stimulator 
of IFN-γ production by NK cells, which is not seen after IL-2 or tilorone stimulation alone (169). 
IFN-γ has been suggested to contribute to the death of beta cells in NOD mice (155). Thus, if a 
more potent Th1 stimulation could activate NOD NK cells, they could still potentially take part in 
the disease process. And indeed, the killing efficiency of NOD NK cells was restored against YAC-
1 and CHO in vitro after IL-12/18 treatment. However, the cytotoxic capacity against RMA-S cells 
was not restored. Thus, the recovery of NK cytotoxic capacity was only partial. When I set up these 
experiments, I tested a number of other cytokine combinations, among which IL-2+IL-12 and IL-
2+IL-18. None of these combinations restored the cytotoxic activity completely, suggesting that the 
combination of IL-12 and IL-18 was most efficient in restoring NOD NK activity. 

NK activity in NOD mice

The ultimate aim of these studies is of course to pinpoint the molecular mechanism responsible 
for the NK cell activation defect in NOD mice. Taken together, the data in paper I points towards 
a defect in a mechanism that is common to all activation pathways, but is still not crucial for NK 
cell function, since the activity could be restored with the proper activation stimulus. Interesting 
in this context is a series of studies by Delovitch and colleagues, claiming that NOD T cells have 
an activation defect in the Ras/p38 signalling pathway due to a failure to relocalize the guanine 
exchange factor son of sevenless (sos) to the plasma membrane (170, 171). This activation defect 
could be restored by costimulation of the T cells via CD28, which circumvent Ras by signalling via 
Rac-1 (172). These signalling molecules are involved also in NK cell signalling (see introduction), 
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so it is possible that the same defect is relevant for NK cell biology. The expected phenotype is 
compatible with our findings.

Another possibility is that the defect is in some of the effector mechanisms, i.e. the release of 
perforin/granzyme or upregulation of death ligands such as Fas ligand or TRAIL. Poly I:C 
treatment has for instance been shown to upregulate TRAIL dependent killing (78), which could 
theoretically circumvent a defect in perforin mediated killing. Likewise, FasL is upregulated upon 
IL-2 stimulation of B6 NK cells (173). I have initiated a characterization of the function of these 
mechanisms in NOD mice. Interestingly, in initial stainings of IL-2 cultured NOD splenocytes, NK 
cells had lower levels of FasL on their surface, compared to control B6.g7 mice, while IL-12/18 
cultured NK cells from both mouse strains had similarly high levels of FasL on their surface (Fig. 
5). But I have so far failed to show any role for FasL in cytotoxic assays against the relevant tumor 
targets (YAC-1, CHO, and RMA-S). When I tested killing of IL-2 or IL-12/18 stimulated NK cells 
from NOD and B6.g7 mice against these targets in the presence of an inhibitor of granule release 
(EGTA), which should block perforin mediated killing, cytotoxicity was reduced to virtually zero, 
suggesting that the cytotoxicity against these targets is completely perforin dependent (data not 
shown). At least for IL-2 cultured B6 mice, this was expected from the literature (173, 174).

How should one proceed to find the mechanism for the defect in NOD mice? Since I believe that the 
answer lies in the intracellular signalling pathways in the NK cell, one could start by delineating the 
function of these signalling pathways either from the ”bottom”, by examining granule relocalization 
to the synapse after different stimulations, or from the ”top”, by examining how far the activating 
signal is effectively relayed downstream of activating receptors (175). We already know that 
conjugate formation is as effective in NOD mice as in control mice (paper I). The effectiveness of 
the activating signals could be mapped by examining for instance phosphorylation of key proteins 
in the different signalling pathways, which has recently become much easier since there are 
antibodies for phosphorylated proteins useful in the flow cytometer. Another approach would be 
perform a proteomic analysis on NOD NK cells cultured in IL-2 versus IL-12/18.

Relevance for diabetes

Could the defect affecting NK cell activation be relevant for diabetes development? This is still an 
open question. There are two possible ways in which the defect could be relevant: 1. The defect 
is relevant, not because it affects NK cell activation, but by affecting some shared mechanism 
common to NK cells and for instance T cells, which are the cells mediating the disease promotion. 
Since many signalling pathways are shared between different cells of the immune system, this is 
a possibility. The NK cell defect would then rather be a confounding effect of the actual disease 
cause. 2. The function of NK cells is actually important to protect against diabetes development, 

IL-2 IL-12/18

B6.g7NOD

Figure 5. FasL expression on NOD and B6.g7 NK cells which have been cultured 
in IL-2 or IL-12/18 for four days. The FasL expression was lower in NOD IL-2 
cultures than in B6.g7 IL-2 cultures, whereas the IL-12/18 cultures were similar 
inbetween the mice.
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and the defect abrogates this function. There are studies paradoxically implicating NK cells and 
IFN-γ production by NK cells as important in protection from diabetes development (137). It should 
also be kept in mind that NK cells have been reported to produce TGF-β (176, 177) and human 
NK cells have been reported to produce IL-10 (178). Thus NK cells could have a protective role 
in diabetes development by dampening aggressive T cell responses or by skewing them towards a 
more respectful Th2 response.

There are analogies to the human disease, which are compatible with both these possibilities. 
Human diabetes patients also have a low NK activity (179). They are also susceptible to herpes 
virus infections, against which NK cells have been proposed to be important in the defense. 
Interestingly, with regard to the restoration of NK activity in paper I, an augmentation of NK cell 
activity in diabetic patients to a level comparable to healthy controls was observed when NK cells 
were treated with IFN-α (179).

Paper II – A new method to study NK cell rejection in vivo

Background

The CFSE labeling method

When I came to the lab, a new method was under establishment that enabled measurement of NK 
cytotoxicity in vivo in a fast, reliable and direct way. In short, the method is based on labeling NK 
sensitive targets and a control cell population with different amounts of the dye CFSE, mix them 
and inject them into the same recipient. The ratio between the number of cells retrieved in the two 
cell populations after a certain amount of time will reflect the killing of the NK sensitive targets. 
The most important improvements with this method, compared to earlier methods, was that it 
allowed minimal manipulations of the targets and recipients, that it measured NK cell activity in a 
direct way, i.e. one cell less equals one cell killed by the NK cells (at least theoretically), and that it 
was fast, NK cell killing could be measured over-night (180, 181).

Aim

The CFSE labeling method provided the opportunity to ask a number of questions about NK 
biology. Among the questions addressed in this paper were:

1. Is loss of self MHC class I expression on a normal cell enough to induce killing by non-
activated NK cells? All previously established methods required some sort of manipulation 
of either the target cells or the recipient. These manipulations could induce new activation 
pathways that do not take part in the interaction of normal, resting lymphocytes and 
non-activated NK cells. Therefore, it was not known if the prediction of the missing self 
hypothesis that loss of self MHC class I on the target would be enough for NK cell killing of 
the target was true.

2. Is the NK cell killing equally efficient in different organs and for different kinds of normal 
cells?

3. Does the previous inoculation of NK sensitive targets activate, or tolerate, NK cells?

4. Is an intact DAP12 signalling necessary for killing of cells with mismatched or lack of self 
MHC class I?
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Results and discussion
The technique of labeling target cells with CFSE for studying NK cell activity was thoroughly 
explored and protocols for labeling resting lymphocytes as well as tumors were established. The 
findings in this paper confirmed and further extended the present view on NK cell biology. 

Loss of self MHC class I is enough for the rejection of resting lymphocytes by 
unstimulated NK cells. 

We could use resting, non-proliferating lymphocytes as target cells with the CFSE labeling method 
(180). Thus, this method tested the missing self hypothesis without the potential interference from 
activating ligands on manipulated targets for the first time. We could conclude that NK cells indeed 
killed non-proliferating lymphocytes that were not infected or stressed, but lacked self MHC class 
I expression. We further concluded that this missing self rejection took place without previous 
activation of NK cells, but that it was enhanced by activation of the NK cells by an interferon 
inducer, tilorone. This was true for target cells derived from the bone marrow as well as the spleen. 
Likewise, killing could be observed in different organs, such as the spleen, blood, lung, liver and 
lymph nodes.

Cells lacking expression of all self MHC class I proteins were rejected faster than target cells 
missing just one of the self MHC class I proteins. As recipients in this experiment we used B6 mice 
transgenic for an additional MHC class I protein, H-2Dd. To these recipients, we grafted B6 cells 
(lacking H-2Dd), and β

2
m-/- cells (lacking H-2Kb, Db, and Dd). The β

2
m-/- cells were completely 

rejected after 48 hours, while about half of the B6 cells remained at that point and a few still 
remained after 56 hours.

Irradiation of the hosts or the previous inoculation of NK sensitive targets do not alter NK 
cell activity. 

The most commonly used methods to study NK cell in vivo rejection of untransformed cells 
measured the result of NK cell rejection indirectly, by measuring the number of proliferating bone 
marrow cells in the spleen (180). These experiments proceed for about 5-7 days, and thus the 
recipients needs to be irradiated with ionizing radiation before the experiment to eradicate T cell 
activity. With the CFSE labeling method we could study if this irradiation protocol affected NK cell 
activity. Thus, we irradiated the recipients and about five hours later grafted the CFSE labeled target 
cells. Since the irradiated and non-irradiated hosts rejected β

2
m-/- grafts equally well over night, 

we concluded that irradiation did not affect NK cell activity to any measurable extent , at least not 
within the first 24 hours (data not shown).

Another question was if NK cells could be ”primed” or activated by the encounter of sensitive 
target cells, so that they would kill target cells in a subsequent encounter more efficiently. To answer 
this question, we grafted MHC class I low RMA-S tumor cells or β

2
m-/- splenocytes to recipients 

and two days later, when the majority of these cells should have been rejected, grafted another set of 
β

2
m-/- target cells. However, the rejection of this latter graft was not improved, nor decreased, by the 

previous grafting of sensitive cells. This suggested that NK cell activity in the missing self reaction 
was not improved by the preceding grafting of sensitive target cells (data not shown).

NK cells can only kill a limited number of target cells per time unit

We initially observed some differences in killing activity between different organs, for instance 
the killing of bone marrow cells in the liver compared to the spleen. To test whether this could be 
coupled to the number of target cells that reached the organ, we set up an experiment where we 
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grafted different numbers of cells to recipients. The expected number of target cells in each organ 
was estimated by measuring the fraction of CFSE labeled control B6 cells present in each instance 
(that should be equal to the number of target cells if they had not been killed). We indeed found 
a negative correlation between the number of control cells in the organ and the percent target 
cells that had been killed. Thus, the more target cells in an organ the smaller fraction of them the 
NK cells had the time or capability to kill. We asked whether this could be due to exhaustion, or 
tolerization of NK cells. If so, a previous inoculation of unlabeled cells would decrease the killing 
efficiency of the labeled target cells. But as mentioned in the previous paragraph, we could not 
observe any such decrease, so the coupling between number of present target cells and the fraction 
of them that was killed was most likely an effect of the capability of the NK cells to kill a certain 
number of target cells per time unit. In the missing self situation, the overall NK activity thus 
seemed to be quite static, in contrast to the adaptive immune system that is highly inducible. It also 
seemed to be a different to what is reported about NK dependent killing of virally infected cells, as 
NK cells expressing a receptor recognizing cells infected with marine CMV have been shown to 
proliferate in response to infection with that virus, and thus could be expected to kill virus infected 
cells more efficiently over time (182).

Killing of different lymphocyte populations

As mentioned before, previously used methods to study missing self rejection were mainly 
directed at killing of proliferating bone marrow cells or tumor cells. Thus an unanswered question 
was if different populations of lymphocytes could be killed equally well by NK cells. The CFSE 
labeling method gave us an opportunity to address this question. We first concluded that both bone 
marrow cells and splenocytes were killed efficiently. It was difficult to confirm that they were 
killed to equal extents, since not the same number of cells homed to the different organs, and this 
number influenced the killing. Both proliferating and non-proliferating cells were killed and also 
the major subpopulations of lymphocytes, B cells and T cells, were as far as we could measure 
with this method killed to equal extents. This suggests that the putative ligand for the activating 
receptor involved in missing self rejection is present on all of the major lymphocyte subsets, and on 
proliferating as well as non-proliferating cells.

Missing self rejection is independent of DAP12

One of the adapter proteins used by activating receptors (e.g. activating Ly49 receptors) on NK 
cells is DAP12. In order to study whether this pathway was involved in killing of cells lacking 
self MHC class I expression, we grafted β

2
m-/- splenocytes to B6 mice with a dominant loss-of-

function transgene of the adaptor molecule DAP12. We considered the possibility that different 
pathways could be involved after activation of NK cells, and repeated the experiment with or 
without previous activation of the NK cells with the interferon inducer tilorone. As it turned out, 
NK dependent killing of β

2
m-/- cells was independent of DAP12 in both activated and non-activated 

hosts. This was in line with a report by Colucci et al showing that killing of MHC deficient tumors 
was independent of Syk/Zap70, which are necessary for ITAM-dependent killing (108).

Rejection of grafts with mismatched MHC depends on DAP12 in unstimulated hosts but is 
DAP12-independent when NK cells are activated

In parallel with studying the rejection of MHC deficient grafts, we also studied the rejection of 
MHC mismatched grafts in mice lacking DAP12 signalling. We did this by grafting allogeneic 
Balb/c splenocytes to B6 mice. Balb/c mice express the H-2 proteins Kd Dd, and Ld, but lack 
expression of the B6 H-2Kb and Db. In contrast to rejection of cells lacking all MHC class I 
expression, rejection of mismatched grafts depended on DAP12 in naive recipients. Killing of 
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Balb/c bone marrow in B6 has earlier been shown to depend on the Ly49D positive subpopulation 
of NK cells, while depletion of the Ly49C/I positive subpopulation had minimal effect on rejection 
(183). Thus, rejection of allogeneic grafts in the Balb/c to B6 situation seems to depend more on 
the positive recognition of foreign MHC than the lack of self MHC class I in naive mice. However, 
when the recipients were treated with tilorone, they could reject the allogeneic grafts also in the 
absence of DAP12 signalling. This could be due to a stimulation of the missing self activity upon 
tilorone treatment (presumably by the Ly49C+ population reacting on the lack of Kb), or a change 
in the signalling pathways from activating receptors. It would be interesting to block Ly49D in the 
DAP12 deficient mice to see if rejection of Balb/c in B6 mice is still dependent on Ly49D after 
tilorone treatment.

Paper III – The efficiency in missing self rejection depends 
on the MHC class I expression of the host

Background
The missing self hypothesis states that NK cells react on the lack of MHC class I expression on 
target cells by killing these cells. But can all MHC class I proteins induce such an NK cell response, 
and is the response equally strong for all MHC class I proteins? As delineated in the introduction, 
NK cells go through an educational process, where they learn to distinguish self from non-self 
MHC class I. The role of individual MHC class I proteins in this educational process had however 
been difficult to elucidate because each mouse strain express at least two MHC class I proteins. 
The exception was the different knockouts and transgenic mice generated on B6 background. 
Experiments with such mice had shown that transplants of B6.Kb-/- or B6.Db-/- bone marrow were 
rejected in B6 mice, and that B6 cells were rejected in B6.Dd transgenic mice, but not in B6.Ld 
transgenic mice. 

From the latter observation, it seemed like not all MHC class I proteins could educate a missing self 
response, at least not with the Ly49 repertoire in B6 mice. In order to answer some of the questions 
about the ”missing self education ability” of different MHC class I proteins in vivo, we used the 
technique based on CFSE labeled cells for measuring NK cell rejection. It has the advantage 
over for instance bone marrow rejection that the result can be directly correlated to the degree of 
rejection, and hence it measures quantitative differences between targets rejected with different 
efficiency. We also, by crossing mice with either MHC transgenes or knockouts, attained a number 
of mice with different MHC class I setups. 

Educating impact

In missing self rejection, target cells will be killed if the proper (self) MHC class I proteins are 
missing (Fig 1, Paper II). Thus, the actual molecular interaction determining if a target should be 
rejected due to missing self or not, namely the binding between an MHC class I protein and the 
receptor used by the NK cell, is not present in the NK-target synapse. This interaction is still if 
course important and interesting to study. However, the only time a particular MHC class I protein 
can leave an imprint on NK cells, giving rise to target rejection, is during NK cell development. 
This imprint will later on give the NK cell the capability to reject grafts missing the MHC class 
I protein. The aim of this study was to explore whether the absence of different self MHC class I 
proteins would induce differently strong rejection responses by the NK cell population. To describe 
this in an efficient way, we defined the term “educating impact” as the impact a certain MHC class 
I allele has on NK cell education, measured as the efficiency in rejection of cells lacking expression 
of only that MHC class I allele compared to the host.
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Aim

In this paper we addressed a number of questions, of which the most important were: 

1. Can all tested MHC class I proteins educate missing self responses? 

2. Is the educating impact different for different MHC class I proteins?

3. Does the educating impact of a given MHC class I protein change if other MHC class I 
proteins are expressed by the host? 

4. Can the downregulation of Ly49 receptors be correlated to the strength in rejection 
response?

Results and discussion
In this paper we made a number of findings relating to the differences in efficiency between 
individual MHC class I proteins to regulate missing self rejection. This was done by using a 
quantitative method for measuring NK cell activity.

Generation of mice

In order to answer the questions delineated in the aims, we generated mice expressing new 
combinations of MHC class I molecules. The starting point of these new mouse strains were B6 
(which express Kb and Db) and transgenes of Dd or Ld on B6 background. We hence had four 
different MHC class I proteins to work with. By backcrossing the transgenic mice to B6.Kb-/-Db-/- 
double knock-out mice, we generated mice expressing only Ld or only Dd. B6.Db-/- mice and B6.Kb-

/- mice existed already. All these mice, expressing a single MHC class I protein, are called single 
MHC class I mice. From these mice, we generated mice expressing different combinations of two 
MHC class I proteins by intercrosses. To facilitate the understanding, all mice are denoted with the 
MHC class I proteins they do express, e.g. Ld mice express only H-2Ld and no other MHC class 
I protein. The genetical name (including the background and transgene) for this strain would be 
B6.Kb-/-Db-/-Ld+/+ mice. B6.Kb-/-Db-/- double knock-out mice are called MHC– mice, as they express no 
MHC class I. All mice included in this study are listed in Table 2.

Name in paper Genotype

MHC– B6.Kb-/-Db-/-

Kb B6.Db-/-

Db B6.Kb-/-

Ld B6.Kb-/-Db-/-Ld+

Dd B6.Kb-/-Db-/-Dd+

KbDb B6

KbLd B6.Db-/-Ld+

KbDd B6.Db-/-Dd+

DbLd B6.Kb-/-Ld+

DbDd B6.Kb-/-Ld+

KbDbLd B6.Ld+

KbDbDd B6.Dd+

Table 2. Mice used in paper III
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All studied MHC class I proteins can educate a missing self response

In the first experiment, we compared the rejection capacity in four types of mice that expressed only 
one MHC class I protein each. We concluded that all tested MHC class I proteins – Kb, Db, Dd, and 
Ld – could educate a missing self response when expressed as the only MHC class I protein in the 
mouse.

Some MHC class I proteins have higher educating impact than others

All MHC class I proteins could educate a missing self response, but the MHC class I negative cells 
were rejected with different efficiency in the different single MHC class I mice. Thus, after 18 
hours, the percentage of MHC– cells remaining in the spleen were 1 % in Dd mice, 6 % in Kb mice, 
14 % in Ld mice and 30 % in Db mice. We also examined whether the two MHC class I proteins 
with the highest educating impact – Kb and Dd – could educate an equally strong rejection response 
when they were expressed together. This was indeed the case, since cells lacking the expression of 
either Kb or Dd were efficiently rejected in KbDbDd mice.

The question is whether this differences in educating impact among the MHC class I proteins relate 
to the size of the NK cell pool active in missing self rejection, or if it is an effect of degrees in the 
effectiveness of individual NK cells, a question that we indirectly addressed in Paper III by the 
experiments described below.

The educating impact do not correlate with the expression of KLRG-1 or activating 
receptors 

KLRG-1 (Killer cell receptor G-1) is an inhibitory receptor with unknown ligand that is expressed 
on subsets of NK cells. Corral et al showed that the expression level of KLRG-1 is upregulated 
in the presence of MHC class I (184). It was thus suggested that KLRG-1 was a ”marker” for 
self educated cells, i.e. cells that could take part in a missing self response (56, 184). Thus, if the 
educating impacts in the single MHC class I mice corresponded to the frequency of educated NK 
cells, it should also correlate with the frequency of NK cells expressing KLRG-1. KLRG-1 was 
however upregulated to approximately the same extent in all single MHC class I mice, compared 
to MHC– mice. This was also true for mice expressing two or three MHC class I proteins (data not 
shown). This suggests that there is no direct correlation between the number of cells taking part in 
missing self rejection and educating impact.

The difference in educating impact between the different MHC class I molecules could also be due 
to downregulation of activating pathways in a compensatory mechanism. Therefore, we examined 
the expression frequency and cell surface level of an array of activating receptors. We could 
conclude that there were no such differences in frequency of positive cells or cell surface expression 
levels of NK1.1, Ly49D, CD16, CD11b, or NKG2D among the single MHC class I mice or MHC– 
mice.

The educating impact do not correlate with the frequency of NK cells expressing 
downregulated Ly49 receptors or NKG2A

Another sign that the educating impact corresponded to the frequency of educated NK cells could 
be a correlation with the frequency of cells expressing a receptor specific for self MHC class I. 
According to the ”at least one” hypothesis, all NK cells should have at least one NK cell receptor 
specific for self MHC class I. But in reality, this is not the case. Instead, cells that fail to express 
a receptor specific for self MHC class I become tolerant to self by other means, and thus become 
unresponsive in terms of missing self rejection (14, 56, 185). Hence, if the size of the pool of NK 
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cells active in missing self rejection was different in the single MHC class I mice, this could be 
a reason for their differing rejection capacity. This ”active” NK cell pool should comply with the 
”at least one” rule and express a receptor specific for self MHC class I. This receptor could be 
either a Ly49 receptor, or NKG2A, recognizing peptides from the leader sequences of MHC class I 
presented by Qa-1b (see introduction). Thus, we measured the frequencies of NK cells expressing 
any of the five Ly49 receptors for which we had access to specific antibodies. Since the complete 
MHC specificities for all the Ly49 receptors were not known, we used downregulation of the 
Ly49 cell surface expression level as a sign of interaction with the host MHC class I (67, 69). We 
calculated the number of NK cells that should express at least one downregulated Ly49 receptor by 
using the product rule for co-expression of several receptors. We did this calculation with or without 
the inclusion of cells expressing NKG2A. However, none of the calculations showed any correlation 
between educating impact and the frequency of NK cells with self specific receptors. There could 
of course be many reasons for this result. The downregulation may not be a good marker for 
Ly49–MHC interaction. It could also be that other MHC class I specific receptors, unknown or with 
unknown specificities, could play a role. But it has been shown that the rejection of cells lacking Kb 
largely depends on Ly49C (186). Ly49C is only expressed on about 35% of NK cells, and still cells 
lacking expression of Kb was rejected with high efficiency. Therefore it is more likely that there is in 
fact no correlation between the number of NK cells expressing receptors specific for self MHC class 
I and educating impact.

The degree of downregulation as a marker for educating impact?

An alternative to a correlation between the number of ”educated” NK cells and the educating impact 
could be that individual NK cells might be educated with different efficiency. Thus, individual 
NK cells would be capable of ”calibrating” their activation threshold to reflect the strength of the 
negative signal it receives from the MHC class I. When an MHC class I with high educating impact 
is missing on a target cell, the intrinsic activation status of an NK cell educated on that MHC class 
I protein would be higher. The target would thus be rejected with higher efficiency, i.e. more target 
cells would be killed per time unit. 

In paper III, we suggested that the degree of downregulation of Ly49 receptors would be a marker 
for the strength of interaction between the Ly49 receptor and self MHC class I and thus should be 
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taken in as a parameter in determining the educating impact. We defined a ”downregulation index” 
in order to compare the level of downregulation between different mice. This downregulation index 
did in fact correlate with rejection efficiency when considered in parallel with the frequency of NK 
cells expressing the receptor (Fig 6). Since we had only four single MHC class I mice though, the 
correlation could not become statistically significant. Therefore, it remains an open question if the 
downregulation index is in fact an indicator of educating impact, but it is an interesting possibility, 
which I will come back to later on.

A dynamic influence of MHC class I expression on Ly49 expression level and missing self 
rejection

While conducting the experiments described in this thesis, a picture emerged of a dynamic influence 
of the MHC class I expression on the NK cells. There was not always a direct correlation between 
the MHC class I alleles expressed, or their expression levels, and Ly49 expression levels and 
missing self rejection responses. For instance, other MHC class I proteins co-expressed by the 
host influenced the degree of missing self rejection. I will firstly present the data relating to this 
phenomenon and then suggest an explanation for these observations.

The educating impacts of Ld and Db are attenuated by the presence of other MHC class I 
proteins in the host

As mentioned, we showed in Paper III that Ld could educate a missing self response when expressed 
as the only MHC class I protein in the mouse. An earlier report by Johansson et al had demonstrated 
that Ld could not educate a missing self response when expressed as a transgene on B6 background 
(i.e., together with Kb and Db), and using a different method from the one we used (51). By using 
the method with CFSE labeled target cells, we confirmed that Ld had a very weak educating impact 
in KbDbLd mice. Thus, educating impact of Ld was attenuated by the presence of the other MHC 
class I proteins. We wondered whether this attenuation was due to the presence of either Kb, Db, or 
both. We thus started breedings of mice expressing Ld in combination with Kb or Db and compared 
the rejection in these mice with the rejection in mice expressing only Ld or all three alleles (Kb, Db, 
and Ld). It turned out that it was the combination of Kb and Db that lowered the impact of missing 
Ld, since cells lacking Ld expression were as efficiently killed in KbLd and DbLd mice as in Ld single 
mice.

The educating impact of Db likewise showed an attenuation with the expression of other MHC class 
I proteins, although it was not as obvious as for Ld, partly because the educating impact of Db was 
low even when it was expressed by itself.

The concept of one MHC class I protein influencing the educating impact of another MHC class 
I protein was new in this study. This finding could have implications for viral escape mechanisms 
and bone marrow transplantations. If not all MHC class I proteins are equally important for 
educating missing self responses, this could be used by viruses for immuno-escape mechanisms. 
Likewise, knowledge about the relative importance of different MHC class I proteins for missing 
self responses could be important when choosing a donor for bone marrow transfers. MHC class I 
proteins have recently been shown to be able to induce differently strong missing self responses in 
human viral defense, which shows that our findings could be paralleled to the human system (36). 
This information could be used both for choosing an MHC class I that can induce a strong missing 
self response, and one that will not be noticed by NK cells in bone marrow transfers. Interestingly, 
NK cells have been shown to take part in the beneficial graft versus leukemic effect in bone 
marrow transplants of leukemic patients. This beneficial effect was only observed when there was a 
sufficient mismatch between the donor and patient HLA (187, 188).
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Ly49 downregulation in mice expressing two or three MHC class I proteins 

We also measured Ly49 expression levels in mice expressing two or three MHC class I proteins 
(Fig. 7). Together with Ramit Mehr we made calculations of how the Ly49 expression levels were 
influenced by the presence of additional MHC class I proteins. The most simple idea would be that 
in a mouse expressing several MHC class I proteins, that individually induce downregulation of 
a certain Ly49 receptor, the result would be an additive effect of the downregulation in receptor 
expression level. But this was not observed in most cases. Instead, the Ly49 expression level tended 
to be similar to the level in the single MHC class I mouse that caused the strongest downregulation. 
For instance, Ly49A was downregulated in both Dd and Db single MHC class I mice, but was more 
downregulated in Dd mice than in Db mice. In DbDd mice, Ly49A was downregulated to the same 
extent as in Dd mice (Fig. 7). 

Thus, Dd had a dominant effect on the downregulation of Ly49A, since the introduction of Db did 
not change the receptor expression level (Table 3). In a few instances, the downregulation in mice 
expressing several MHC class I proteins was closer to an additive effect of the individual MHC 
class I proteins. This was mostly seen when the effect of the individual MHC class I proteins were 
weak (Table 3). But in general, individual Ly49 receptors were only downregulated by one MHC 
class I protein at a time – the one that it interacted most strongly with. 

Saturation as an explanation for downregulation dominated by a single MHC class I 
protein and attenuation of educating impact

How can a dominant downregulation effect by a certain MHC class I protein on Ly49 receptor level 
be explained? One explanation could be that the MHC class I proteins were expressed in excess 
compared to the Ly49 receptors. Thus, all possible interaction sites between the Ly49 receptor and 
MHC class I proteins would be occupied by the MHC class I protein that bound most strongly to the 
Ly49 receptor. Only when there was no MHC class I protein binding strongly to the Ly49 receptor 
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Figure 7. The cell surface expression levels of Ly49A, -C, -G2, and -F in mice 
expressing single, double or triple MHC class I proteins. The levels are expressed 
as % mean flourescence intensity (MFI) compared to MHC– mice.
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several MHC class I proteins would have the opportunity to interact and influence the expression 
level. 

Another indication that the MHC class I proteins were in excess compared to the Ly49 receptors 
was that, as described in paper III, the same MHC class I protein downmodulated the expression 
level of several Ly49 receptors at the same time. 

If the MHC class I proteins were indeed saturating the interaction sites with Ly49 receptors, the 
educating impact of some MHC class I proteins would be altered in the presence of other MHC 
class I proteins. Weakly binding MHC class I proteins would not have the opportunity to interact 
with the Ly49 receptors in the presence of a more strongly binding MHC class I ligand. Their 
educating impact would be attenuated. Strongly binding MHC class I ligands would on the other 
hand not be influenced by the presence of more weakly binding MHC class I ligands. This was in 
fact also what we observed in paper III. 

A consequence that would follow if the MHC class I proteins were in excess compared to the Ly49 
receptors would be that the Ly49 receptors would not be able to detect small differences in the 
expression level of MHC class I, not until it reached a critical threshold level. This was also what I 
saw in the experiment presented next.

The MHC class I expression level and its influence on rejection

After we had finished the study in paper III, we realized that the MHC expression levels differed 
in some mice. Generally, Kb and Dd expressed as a single copy generated about half the expression 
level compared to if the same gene was expressed homozygously. Db and Ld were not influenced 
as much (the mean fluorescence intensity values for MHC class I proteins in the mice included 
in paper III are given in Table 4).  However, a careful analysis indicated that these differences in 
receptor expression level did not influence rejection strength or Ly49 downregulation. For instance, 
DbDd cells were killed in KbDbDd mice with low efficiency, even though the target cells expressed 
only half of the Dd levels compared to the recipient. Likewise, the expression of Ly49C was 
downregulated to the same extent whether Kb was expressed as a single or double copy of the gene. 

Receptor: Ly49G2 Ly49A Ly49F Ly49C
KbDbLd ADD DOM DOM DOM
KbDbDd DOM DOM DOM DOM
KbDb DOM ADD/DOM ADD DOM
KbDd DOM DOM ADD DOM
KbLd DOM AVG/DOM DOM DOM/ADD
DbDd AVG/DOM DOM ADD/DOM AVG/DOM
DbLd NONE DOM AVG NONE

Table 3. The model which fitted best to the data on downregulation in mice 
expressing two or three MHC class I proteins. DOM indicates that the expres-
sion level was closest to the single MHC class I mouse having the most down-
regulated level (dominant effect), ADD indicates that the downregulation was 
closest to the sum of downregulation in the single MHC class I mice (additive). 
AVG indicates that the downregulation was closest to an average of the down-
regulation in the single MHC class I mice. If two models gave similar fits, both 
are indicated. If no model gave a good fit, the corresponding table entry is 
”NONE”.
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This was of course no formal evidence of there being no influence of the MHC class I expression 
level on rejection or Ly49 receptor levels, since the mice in addition to differing in expression of the 
gene in question also differed in the expression of other MHC class I genes.

Thus, to examine if cells were rejected due to the expression of an MHC class I gene in one copy 
(having half the expression level) by a mouse expressing the same MHC class I gene in two copies 
(expressing normal levels), I started a breeding of a KbDb heterozygote by crossing a Kb mouse 
with a Db mouse. If the MHC class I expression level did influence rejection, a normal B6 (KbDb 
homozygote) would kill the cells of the heterozygote. But, surprisingly, there was absolutely no 
killing of KbDb heterozygote cells in KbDb homozygote mice (Fig. 8). This experiment suggested 
that the NK cells were unable to detect the decrease of MHC class I expression to as much as half of 
the normal extent.

Insensitivity to the lowering of MHC levels opposed to receptor calibration

The finding that a reduction of the MHC class I expression level with as much as half did not induce 
rejection does not fit the predictions of the receptor calibration model (72). The receptor calibration 

Kb Db Ld Dd

KbDbLd 163 23 72 8

KbDbDd 160 39 nd 205

KbDb 188 54 3 9

KbDd 102 9 nd 105

KbLd 84 7 64 5

DbDd 2 27 nd 112

DbLd 3 33 75 7

Db 3 39 3 4

Kb 181 8 3 5

Ld 3 4 67 6

Dd 2 6 nd 215

MHC– 2 8 3 4

Table 4. Mean flourescence intensity of MHC class I 
in the different mice. The data is an average of three 
experiments

Injection mix Retrieved from spleen

B6 KbDb

heterozygote

Figure 8. Killing of KbDb heterozygote cells in a KbDb homozygote mouse. The 
peaks (consisting of KbDb heterozygote and KbDb homozygote cells, respectively) 
are of equal sizes, which indicates that no cells have been killed.
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model states that the reason for Ly49 receptor downregulation is that it would allow NK cells to 
more easily detect small differences in MHC class I expression. Clearly, this is not compatible with 
such a failure to detect downmodulation of MHC class I expression on target cells. Below I will 
present some other observations arguing against the receptor calibration model.

As already mentioned, in a study by Anna Kåse et al, the level of receptor expression varied in DL6 
mice with the number of Dd+ cells in the mouse, suggesting that other means than the ”usefulness” 
were governing the receptor expression level in these mice (69). In another study, where B6 and 
Balb/c mosaic mice were made by reconstituting irradiated mice with a mixture of B6 and Balb/c 
fetal liver cells, the Ly49 expression level changed with the number of cells in the environment 
expressing an MHCclass I ligand specific for that Ly49 receptor (189). Held et al investigated two 
Ly49 transgenic mice with two different levels of expression. These mice both downregulated their 
Ly49 levels in response to the MHC class I expressed in the environment, resulting in different final 
expression levels, rather than one “useful” level (67). The receptor calibration model could perhaps 
be rescued from these obstacles by arguing that all these findings were made in transgenic mice and 
in situations that would never occur under physiological conditions. Thus, receptor calibration could 
still be ”useful” under physiological conditions.

One assumption that receptor calibration is based on is however that fewer MHC class I proteins 
would give a lower inhibiting signal (72). This would only be true if the MHC proteins were 
the limiting factor in the Ly49–MHC interaction (i.e., that there were fewer MHC proteins than 
Ly49 receptors), or possibly if there were a similar number of Ly49 receptors and MHC proteins 
accessible in the synapse, i.e. they were both limiting. But when we measured Ly49 expression 
levels in mice with multiple MHC class I proteins (discussed above), the data fits with a model 
where there are many more MHC class I proteins than Ly49 receptors, so that the system is 
“saturated” with MHC class I. In such a model, the NK cell would not be able to sense small 
differences in MHC class I expression level. Thus, I suggest, based on the data presented in this 
thesis, that the receptor calibration model is not an appropriate explanation for the differing levels 
in Ly49 expression between mice expressing or not expressing a specific ligand for the MHC class 
I. Neither is receptor calibration necessarily an explanation for the experiment that it was based on, 
which will be explained in the next section.

Different educating impacts of different MHC class I proteins – an effect of the efficiency 
of each NK cell?

The findings behind the receptor calibration model, as well as our data in paper III, are compatible 
with a model where the NK cells have “calibrated” their activating signals to correspond to 
differing inhibiting signals from MHC-Ly49 interactions of different strengths. This would in 
turn mean that when the inhibiting signal is missing, the activating signal would be of different 
strengths, and the individual NK cell would be differently efficient in killing of MHC– grafts. Thus, 
the individual NK cell would not only choose between killing target cells or not, it would choose 
between killing them more or less. This concept has been suggested in the literature before (73, 75). 
For instance, the expression of Ly49A and Ly49G2 together on NK cells results in more inhibition 
of killing against the same target cells, than if only one of the receptors are expressed (76). The 
new suggestion here is that it is the activating signals that change, and that this adjustment is made 
according to the negative signalling via Ly49 receptors.

The reasons from paper III to suggest a quantitative (rather than an all-or-non) regulation of the 
activation of individual NK cells are mainly circumstantial. We could not find any correlation 
between the number of “educated” NK cells and educating impact among the single MHC class I 
mice. A better correlation was achieved if the level of downregulation of Ly49 receptors was taken 
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into account, which suggested that different degrees in the strength of interaction influenced the 
rejection outcome. 

The findings behind the receptor calibration hypothesis can also be explained within a model 
taking different degrees in activation status of individual NK cells into account. An assumption 
that the authors of the receptor calibration model made, without mentioning it, was that the 
internal activation status was the same in B6 and D8 mice (see description of the experiment in the 
introduction, page 17). In this alternative explanation, receptor downmodulation has not evolved as 
a means to calibrate levels of inhibitory receptors, but is a mechanically inevitable event that occurs 
in the presence of binding MHC class I. The new model instead postulates that the calibration 
takes place when the NK cell modulates its activation status to correspond to the negative signals 
it perceives by the downmodulated Ly49 levels (Fig. 9). In the presence of an MHC ligand binding 
strongly to Ly49 receptors expressed by the NK cell, giving a strong negative signal, the intrinsic 
activation status would thus be upregulated. This could be done by upregulating the expression 
level of some activating receptor, increase the activation signalling, or by downmodulating some 
other inhibitory signalling pathway. The important thing is that the net activation status, apart from 
signalling from Ly49 receptors, levels out the net signalling from Ly49 receptors. Thus, in the 
experiment described above, with targets expressing low levels of Dd, in B6 mice the ”activation 
level” that needs to be overcome by inhibiting signals via Ly49A would be close to zero, since B6 
NK cells during their development have detected very low negative signals via Ly49A. As a result, 
B6 NK cells would easily be inhibited, even by a weak signalling via Ly49A, and not kill the target. 
D8 on the other hand, would have a higher intrinsic activation status to balance the negative signals 
the NK cell have perceived via Ly49A during its educational process. These NK cells would then 
more easily achieve a net activation status if the level of Dd was lowered, and would kill target cells 
expressing lower than normal levels of Dd.

Target expressing
low level of Dd

No killing of Dd low target Killing of Dd low target

B6 D8

Ly49A Ly49A

Ly49ALy49A

(Db)

Dd Dd

Dd

Normal situation,
balance between
activating and
inhibiting signals

Figure 9. The modulation of activation status as an explanation to the receptor 
calibration experiment. In B6, Ly49A recieves only very weak inhibitory signals 
from interactions with Db. The net activation status is adjusted accordingly to be 
equally weak. This is illustrated in the figure by few activating receptors, but could 
also be achieved by other mechanisms. In D8 mice, Ly49A recieves strong inhibi-
tory signals from Dd. The intrinsic activation status is adjusted accordingly. When 
Ly49A+ NK cells from the two strains meet a target with lower than normal expres-
sion of Dd, they will behave differently. B6 NK cells will be inhibited by the low Dd 
levels, whereas D8 NK cells will kill the target cell.
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The killing in naive versus activated mice

In all rejection experiments in paper III, we had preactivated the NK cells by treating the mice with 
the synthetic substance tilorone, which activates macrophages and makes them release cytokines 
such as IFN-α and -β, TNF-α and IL-6. These cytokines in turn activates NK cells. Would the 
rejection pattern be the same in naive mice? Eleftheria Rosmaraki repeated the experiment with 
the single MHC class I mice without activating them. The pattern that the educating impact was 
different between different MHC class I proteins was still seen. But there was a difference in the 
order of efficiency between the mice. In naive mice, Kb had lost educating impact in relation to the 
other MHC class I proteins, so that Ld and Kb now had a similar educating impact (Fig. 10). It was 
somewhat surprising that not only the magnitude of rejection changed, but also the intrinsic order 
of impact of the MHC class I proteins. This suggests that rejection of MHC– cells was differentially 
regulated in naive and activated mice. Furthermore, this differential regulation has different impacts 
on missing Kb and missing Ld rejection. It is noteworthy in this respect that Qa-1b presents peptides 
from Db, Dd, and Ld, but not from Kb. 

This difference between activated and naive mice was also interesting in relation to our finding in 
paper II – that rejection of allogeneic grafts was DAP12 dependent in naive mice, but not in tilorone 
activated mice. This could be due to that the recognition of MHC class I by activating receptors 
changed, since missing self rejection was DAP12 independent in both cases. But it could also 
be that the reactivity against missing Kb increased with tilorone treatment. In any case, it is two 
examples of seemingly qualitative, not just quantitative, differences between rejection in naive and 
tilorone activated mice.

0.0
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Db Dd Kb Ld

Figure 10. The killing of MHC– cells in naive single MHC class I mice. The 
killing varied in the different mice, with the most effective killing in Dd mice, 
followed by an intermediate efficiency of Kb and Ld mice, and Db mice had the 
lowest rejection efficiency.

Paper IV – Diabetes development in NOD mice is abolished 
by an antibody against IL-2Rβ

Background
The major question concerning NK cells in NOD mice is of course whether they have any role in 
the disease development. NK cells could potentially take part as direct effectors, killing beta cells, 
since they are present in the pancreatic infiltrate and rat NK cells have been shown to kill beta 
cells in vitro (190). NK cells could also influence other cells in the immune system, for example by 
producing IFN-γ that activates T cells or skew the immune response by interacting with dendritic 
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cells. We therefore took a broad approach by investigating the potential role of NK cells at different 
time points in the disease course.

The role of NK cells in autoimmune disease has been poorly studied. One reason is that specific 
targeting of NK cells has been technically difficult. No genes that exclusively affect NK cell 
development have been identified, rendering it impossible to target NK cells by gene disruption. 
The main tools to study NK cell activity in vivo are thus based on NK depleting antibodies. Two 
such antibodies are anti-asialo-GM1 and NK1.1 (191-193). However, the NK1.1 antigen is not 
expressed in NOD mice. Asialo-GM1 is in addition to NK cells expressed on cytotoxic T cells, and 
anti-asialo-GM1 has been shown to reduce virus specific cytotoxic T cell activity (194, 195). Hence 
these antibodies are unsuitable for selective targeting of NK cells in NOD mice. In paper I, we used 
an antibody against IL-2Rβ, TMβ-1, to deplete NK cells in vivo. This antibody has been shown 
to be more specific for NK cells than anti-asialo-GM1, and did not affect cytotoxic T cell activity 
against virus (195). We therefore decided to set up a study of the effect of treating NOD mice with 
the TMβ-1 depleting antibody at different time points.

Aim

The aim of this study was to elucidate the effect of treating NOD mice with the TMβ-1 antibody 
against IL-2Rβ during different time periods in the inflammatory process leading to diabetes, and to 
identify the cell type responsible for the effects of this treatment.

Results and discussion
In this study, we show a complete protection from diabetes development by treating NOD mice 
with anti-IL-2Rβ antibody due to an intervention in the very latest stages before overt diabetes. The 
characterization of the responsible cell type has to await further studies.

Treatment with an anti-IL-2Rβ antibody protects against diabetes when given in the late 
stages of disease development

Since we did not know in which stage the anti-IL-2Rβ treatment could be effective, we started 
out with a long term depletion weekly from five weeks an onwards. It turned out this treatment 
protocol completely protected against diabetes development. Was this a late or an early effect of the 
treatment? We set up treatment with two new protocols, one treating mice with anti-IL-2Rβ between 
two and five weeks of age, and one late protocol treating mice from 15 weeks and onwards. The 
result was very clear, since the late treatment still lowered the incidence if diabetes and delayed the 
onset considerably, while the early treatment rather accelerated the onset somewhat. Thus, anti-IL-
2Rβ treatment protected from diabetes by acting in the late stages of the inflammatory process. We 
also performed histological analyses on the mice treated weekly from five weeks and onwards when 
they were 15 weeks old. At this age, which is just before disease onset in untreated mice, treated and 
control mice had comparable amounts of infiltrating lymphocytes in their pancreatic islets. This also 
suggested that the treatment intervenes with a late event, when the infiltration is already established.

In one out of the two experiments where mice were treated from five weeks and onwards, some 
mice in the treated group developed diabetes approximately five weeks after the termination of 
the treatment. Later on I have followed another cohort of mice that received anti-IL-2Rβ antibody 
between 15 and 28 weeks of age, and all of these mice eventually developed diabetes, although 
several weeks after the cessation of treatment (data not shown). Thus, it seems like the effect of 
the anti-IL-2Rβ antibody is reversible, and that the inflammatory process can be resumed when the 
treatment stops.
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Anti-IL-2Rβ treatment depletes the majority of NK cells and a small subset of CD8+ T cells

When we noted such a striking result from the depletion experiments, we wanted to do a more 
careful analysis of which cell types were affected. Thus we depleted mice between 5-15 weeks of 
age and analyzed the cell populations in spleens and pancreatic lymph nodes at 16 weeks of age. 
Virtually all NK cells were depleted, as expected. But the treatment also removed about 6-8% of 
CD8+ T cells in the spleen (about 80% of all CD8+IL-2Rβ+ cells), and a few CD3+ Dx5+ cells. No 
difference was shown in the number of CD4+ cells or the frequency of CD25+ cells among CD4+ 
cells (data not shown). We also analyzed how the anti-IL-2Rβ treatment affected the CD8+ NKG2D+  
cell population. About 30-50 % of the CD8+NKG2D+ cells expressed IL-2Rβ, and about 80% out of 
these cells were depleted.

NK cell function is abolished by long term anti-IL-2Rβ treatment, while priming of CD8+ T 
cell responses is functional

In addition to the analysis of how the anti-IL-2Rβ treatment affected the number of T and NK 
cells, we also examined how it affected the function of NK and CD8+ T cells. Thus we treated mice 
between 5-15 weeks of age with anti-IL-2Rβ mAb and tested NK in vivo rejection capability at 16 
weeks. The ability of NK cells to reject β

2
m-/- grafts was reduced to negligible levels in treated mice, 

as expected. The priming of CD8+ T cell seemed to be unaffected by anti-IL-2Rβ treatment, as 
CD8+ T cells from Gp33 immunized mice produced IFN-γ after in vitro stimulation with Gp33.

Anti-IL-2Rβ treatment does not protect from diabetes in a transfer model

We wanted to delineate which of the depleted cell types, NK cells or a subpopulation of CD8+ 
T cells, that was disease promoting in NOD mice. We reasoned that a transfer system, where 
one could transfer one cell type or the other separately would be a good tool. The recipients in 
such a transfer system should of course not have the cells under study themselves. Therefore we 
considered the possibility to transfer NOD splenocytes to NOD mice with a knocked out Rag gene, 
making it T and B cell defective. For this model to be useful for our purposes, it should give the 
same result as the spontaneous model, i.e. that mice that were treated with anti-IL-2Rβ should be 
protected from diabetes. As shown in Paper IV however, a control experiment where we transferred 
anti-IL-2Rβ depleted splenocytes from normal NOD mice to NOD.Rag-/- mice and then either 
continued to deplete the recipients with anti-IL-2Rβ, or treated them with PBS, did not give the 
expected result. Instead, mice in both groups developed diabetes to the same extent. Thus, we 
concluded that this transfer model is not useful for studying the protective effect of anti-IL-2Rβ 
treatment.

At second thought, it was perhaps not so surprising that the transfer model behaved differently from 
the spontaneous model. A transfer of 20*106 splenocytes to an ”empty” host is an excellent example 
of a lymphopenic situation. Lymphopenia is in turn a risk factor for autoimmunity in BB rats and 
NOD mice (147, 196). T cells undergo homeostatic proliferation in lymphopenic hosts and achieve 
an effector-like phenotype (196). This could potentially release them from regulatory effects of cells 
that do not proliferate as rapidly.

In addition to the NOD.Rag-/- mice, we also had access to a NOD mouse with a double knock-out, 
both in the Rag gene, and in the common γ chain gene, used for signalling from e.g. IL-2, IL-7 
and IL-15 (NOD.Rag-/-γ

c
-/- mice). These mice have neither T, B, nor NK cells. Our initial question 

was whether these two mouse strains, where the main difference between them was that one had 
NK cells (NOD.Rag-/-) and the other had not (NOD.Rag-/-γ

c
-/-), would have a different incidence 

of diabetes development after transfer of splenocytes from anti-IL-2Rβ treated NOD mice. There 
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was indeed a difference in diabetes development between these two recipient strains (Fig. 11). But 
this difference was observed irrespective of whether we had depleted the donor mice from IL-2Rβ 
positive cells or not. This result was confusing, so we did the control experiment shown in paper 
IV, where we continued to deplete the recipients with anti-IL-2Rβ antibody. The initial experiment 
is shown (Fig. 11), because it demonstrates that anti-IL-2Rβ treatment actually accelerates diabetes 
development somewhat. Thus, in addition to the protective effect of anti-IL-2Rβ treatment (acting 
late), there must be a smaller disease-promoting effect, that becomes evident in this model. This is 
an example of how complex the immune system is, and that our tools are still not specific enough 
to examine it in detail. Hopefully, all the knowledge can in the end be put together into a coherent 
picture, which predicts useful manipulations.

A potential protective effect of a depleted cell population would be in line with a previously 
published report claiming that long-term treatment with TMβ-1 actually accelerates diabetes 
development in NOD mice (197). Their protocol was similar to ours, but the mice were treated with 
half the amount of antibody and only every second week. Considering the mentioned complexity of 
the immune system, I am prone to think that neither that, nor our results are due to technical issues, 
but are true results that need to be taken into consideration. In the study by Frey et al, the authors 
concluded that the acceleration is due to depletion of NKT cells. Other possible candidates are a 
population of CD8+ IL-2Rβ+ cells which have been shown to have a regulatory function (198), and 
a further uncharacterized subpopulation of CD4+Dx5+CD25- regulatory cells reported by Gonzalez 
et al (199). It is unlikely that NK cells are protective in these late stages of disease, since NOD.Rag-

/- mice, which have NK cells, got diabetic upon transfer.

Other diabetes models

In addition to the transfer system, we have tried treatment with anti-IL-2Rβ+ antibody in two 
other diabetes models. BDC mice have a transgene for a T cell receptor specific for a beta cell 
antigen expressed by MHC class II, so this mouse have mostly CD4 T cells specific for this 
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Figure 11. Transfer of splenocytes from PBS or anti-IL-2Rβ treated NOD mice 
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had a smaller, accelerating effect. The graph is a compilation of two experiments 
with in total 5-9 mice per group.
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antigen (200). NOD.BDC mice do not develop diabetes spontaneously, but it can be induced with 
cyclophosphamide (201). However, when we followed this protocol and treated the mice with 
anti-IL-2Rβ+ antibody before and after cyclophosphamide induction, there was no alteration in 
the disease course. This was in contrast to a study showing suppression of diabetes development 
in this model after anti-asialo GM1 treatment (202). But anti-asialo GM1 gives a rather unspecific 
depletion of NK cells, also depleting a substantial amount of T cells, so the interpretation of that 
study is unclear. We have also tried to deplete IL-2Rβ positive cells in a diabetes model based on 
transfer of NOD.BDC splenocytes to NOD.Cα-/- mice. But there was no effect of the treatment in 
this setup. These two models are however quite different from the spontaneous NOD model, since 
they completely depend on CD4 cells for diabetes development. This result would possibly speak 
for a role of CD8+ cells in the protective effect of anti-IL-2Rβ treatment.

Role for human diabetes

Our findings of a protection from diabetes development in the spontaneous NOD model is 
interesting from a human diabetes point of view for several reasons. Firstly, the treatment was 
effective late in the disease course. This is an advantage since human patients are not identified 
until the disease progression has reached its final stage. Hopefully, this can be improved in the 
future so that intervention can be made before the disease is irreversible. A potential intervention 
would still have to be effective late. In contrast to the multitude of interventions that are effective 
in protection from diabetes development in the NOD mouse, there are very few interventions that 
are effective in these late stages, which makes our study more valuable (203). Secondly, even if the 
cell type responsible for the protective effect of anti-IL-2Rβ+ treatment is not delineated yet, the 
cell population can be expected to be rather small and well defined. Thus, a treatment targeted at 
depleting or blocking this cell population (either NK cells or CD8+ IL-2Rβ+ cells), will be relatively 
specific, compared to the immuno-suppressive drugs that exists today.
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Concluding remarks
I think there is a clear progression throughout this thesis. The first two papers deals with basic NK 
cell biology, hopefully leading to general knowledge about how NK cells are activated and what 
rules are governing them in vivo. Paper I is a characterization of the effects of a so far undefined 
defect in NK cell activation against a number of targets, both in vitro and in vivo. The CFSE 
labeling method in paper II was a key, opening the door to more sophisticated studies of NK cell 
activity in vivo. The timing, specificity and localization of NK cell activity could be examined in 
greater detail than before. The quantitative aspect of the CFSE labeling method was also used in 
paper III. There, the focus is turned more towards the in vivo environment surrounding the NK cell, 
and how this environment influences NK cell education and thus impacts the behavior of mature 
NK cells. In paper IV, finally, the perspective is further broadened, by studying the impact of NK 
cells on the immune system as a whole, and the possible consequences for disease development. 
Thus, this thesis deals with all aspects of NK cell biology, from molecular mechanisms to impact on 
disease.

The main impression from all of these studies is the adaptability of NK cells to the stimuli they get 
from their surroundings. Thus, in paper I we showed that NK cells change their activation pathways 
according to what cytokines have activated them previous to the encounter with the target cells. 
This was also implicated in paper II, where we showed that different activating pathways were 
involved in rejection of allogeneic grafts in naive and tilorone treated mice. The NK cell population 
was in paper III shown to adapt to the MHC class I expressed by the host. Not only were the impact 
of different MHC class I proteins different, but the same MHC class I protein could also change its 
educating impact according to other MHC class I proteins expressed in the environment. Finally, 
the effects of NK cells on a systemic disease were difficult to pinpoint. This could be due to the 
complexity of NK cell biology and the ability of NK cells to play different tunes according to whom 
is pressing the keys. The next step should be to open up the ”black box”, which is NK signalling 
pathways imposed by different stimuli. Even if the patterns are confusing at the moment, they are 
governed by a limited number of proteins, which should be possible to delineate. Many of these 
signalling pathways are also shared in-between immune cells, so information about NK cells can be 
useful to understand other cells and vice versa.

Often, we tend to simplify the world and look at it in all-or-non entities. I suggested in the 
discussion on the findings in paper III that the reality is more complex with regard to Ly49-MHC 
interactions and its implications for missing self rejection. Different MHC class I proteins will 
bind to Ly49 receptors with different strengths, and also induce variable rejection responses by 
the NK cell when the MHC class I is missing. These two observations be coupled by proposing an 
adjustment of the internal activation status of the NK cell to equalize the negative signals it achieves 
through Ly49 receptors. This hypothesis needs to be tested in further studies.

Although paper IV is the study farthest away from defining a mechanistic explanation for the 
observations, this is the study that is closest to a potential role in treatment for human patients, since 
it describes a protective effect of anti-IL-2Rβ treatment in a model of autoimmune diabetes. This 
study also needs to be followed up by further studies, but is still an interesting lead.
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